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Executive Summar
 Despite the market rebound in 2023, the ass
ment industries are still facing a long-term 
nomic environment. For nearly 15 years sinc
Crisis, a period of low, stable inflation and stro
supportive monetary and fiscal policies, reig
developed world. This goldilocks period was d
central banks aggressively raised interest r
leading to a simultaneous pullback in equity
kets. The continued shift toward protectio
multipolarity has further exacerbated these
lenges, ushering in a world order characteriz
central banks, less fiscal flexibility, and gre
bility that will likely take a toll on global grow

Given these macro headwinds, our outlook 
ment industry is tempered. We forecast tot
assets to grow at 7% from 2022 to 2027, or a
of 3.6% when measured from 2021, driven ma
Core active is expected to continue to lose s
sive strategies, while the recent rapid grow
should slow, assuming the bulk of interest ra
us. Fee compression is set to continue, particu
asset classes, albeit at a moderated pace. A
industry revenue to grow at a slightly slower 
of AuM for the same period, but with a prono
vate markets and select hedge fund strategie
more than half of the total revenue pool of th
expect retail/wealth growth to continue to o
7.9% vs. 5.5%, propelling it to over 60% of g
aged AuM by 2027. 

We forecast global household financial weal
2022 to 2027, led by APAC and the Middle Ea
high net worth individual (UHNWI) segmen
market, the wealth management industry 
more challenging market environment, with
hitting both the revenue and cost sides. The r
nues has been largely driven by drops in AuM
well as a significant reduction in transaction v
pulled back trading activities relative to the
COVID-19. This revenue slowdown, combined
tion driving costs up, has intensified profitab
 BluePaper
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y 
et and wealth manage-
shift in the macroeco-
e the Global Financial 
ng markets, buoyed by 
ned over most of the 
isrupted in 2022, when 

ates to tame inflation, 
 and fixed income mar-
nism, nationalism, and 
 macroeconomic chal-
ed by more restrictive 

ater geopolitical insta-
th and wealth creation. 

for the asset manage-
al externally managed 
 more normalized rate 
inly by private markets. 
hare, especially to pas-
th in money markets 

te increases are behind 
larly among traditional 
s a result, we project 

pace of 5.2% versus 7% 
unced shift toward pri-
s, which will constitute 
e industry by 2027. We 
utpace institutional at 
lobal third-party man-

th to grow at 6% from 
st, as well as the ultra-
t. After the long bull 

is now encountering a 
 structural headwinds 
ecent decrease in reve-
 and loan volumes, as 

olumes as clients have 
 elevated levels during 
 with strong wage infla-
ility headwinds.

Despite these headwinds, we expect that the asset and wealth man-
agement industries will continue to be among the most profitable in 
the financial services sector, generating relatively attractive returns 
on equity (RoE). However, the combination of lower top line growth 
and a stubborn fixed cost base that threatens to rise faster than rev-
enue highlights the fragility of the industries’ operating model, 
where every future market downturn will be that much more pun-
ishing. 

In working with leading asset and wealth managers around the globe, 
as well as in our interviews with senior industry executives1  we con-
ducted to help inform this report, one thing has become clear, 
however: Leading managers are embracing these challenges and 
using them to galvanize their firms’ commitment to reexamining their 
strategies, reimagining their operating models, and embracing new 
capabilities like generative artificial intelligence (Gen AI) to drive 
value and build resiliency in their businesses. 

Asset managers: Getting on the “right” side of the “Big Sort.” 
Three actions to drive profitable growth and operational resil-
iency 

The combination of persistent stress on asset manager operating 
models, the fading of macroeconomic tailwinds that have benefitted 
all firms, and revolutionary changes being ushered in by Gen AI has 
created conditions that will raise the competitive bar and prompt a 
“Big Sort,” causing a large gap to emerge between leaders and lag-
gards. The leaders will be those that not only invest in and position 
their businesses to take advantage of faster-growing areas, but also 
take a set of specific actions to drive profitable growth and build 
operational resiliency. Specifically:  

1.  Fuel the active management engine to win share: We see 
a large opportunity for active managers to capture share 
from flows among actively managed funds, which we esti-
mate to be 3x that of flows from active to passive. While 
delivering investment outperformance (i.e., performance 
alpha) will remain a critical driver of flows, it is not the only 
one: Managers that can deliver sources of “alpha” via product 
innovation, distribution and service, and fee structures will 
also be able to win share.

1      We want to thank the industry executives who agreed to be interviewed for this 
report, whose firms collectively manage and advise on over $21 trillion in assets. Their 
comments provided valuable perspectives and insights that have helped inform and 
validate the views expressed herein.  
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2. Optimize pricing to capture more o
institutional segment: Fee pressure,
tional strategies, has been relentless
tors continue to switch core expos
consolidating the number of manag
them additional leverage to negotiat
fee discounts. Managers are not he
many having large pricing dispersion
accounts, leading to massive profitab
nificant revenue uplift, on the order o
ical $500 billion institutional manag
a more disciplined and robust pricing

3.  Reset the operating model to build 
a platform for growth: We see four p
that asset managers can pull to impr
and free up resources to invest in grow
zational effectiveness and simplificat
ment, and third-party cost mana
managers have announced cost sa
Indeed, we contend that asset ma
aggressive strategies can achieve cos
making difficult choices to trim the
and by embracing a “virtual” model, r
work and technology to power the b

Two plays for wealth managers to unlock n
drive profitable growth                               

For wealth managers, we see two groups 
unlock net new money and drive profitable g

1. Crack the WM–CIB enigma to win with k

Family Office and Entrepreneurs & Execu
represent a revenue opportunity of over $
managers who can offer a proposition that com
ment (WM) with corporate and investment b
Family offices serve complex investment nee
ized investment solutions, as well as access t
opportunities. Entrepreneurs and business 
half of HNWIs globally, have unique financial
ness and personal needs. Successful collabo
CIB is key to winning in these segments. Joint c
teams that holistically address client needs 
approach.
 BluePaper

f the economics in the 
 most notably on tradi-
 as institutional inves-
ures to passive while 
ers they utilize, giving 
e larger, volume-based 
lping themselves, with 
s across their managed 
ility skews. We see sig-
f $50 million for a typ-

er for those that adopt 
 framework. 

resiliency and provide 
rimary sets of “levers” 
ove operating margins 
th: de-scoping, organi-

ion, workforce manage-
gement. Many asset 
ving targets of 5-15%. 
nagers adopting more 
t savings of 20-40% by 
ir structural cost base, 
elying more on remote 
usiness.

2. Elevate capabilities to capture a greater share of new money:

Workplace Wealth: Estimated at $35-50 trillion in assets, the 
modern workplace presents a significant opportunity for wealth 
managers to  gain “early access” to a gold mine of retail clients. Once 
the workplace relationship is established, wealth managers can aim 
at the whole client relationship through its retail wealth manage-
ment arm. Advising on defined contribution (DC) assets represents 
a revenue opportunity of $70-100 billion on $16 trillion assets, and 
also the opportunity to advise on $15-25 trillion assets held away by 
participants. Stock recordkeeping can be a different avenue to the 
same destiny: By recordkeeping part of the $6-8 trillion vested and 
unvested assets worldwide, wealth managers can also aim to advise 
the $15-25 trillion assets held away of the workplace. While in its 
early stages, providing liquidity to private stock holders accounted 
for $60 billion in transaction volume in the last four years, and can 
be differentiating for wealth managers with investment banking 
capabilities targeting private firms.

“Moneyball” for advisor growth: In the US alone, advisors switching 
employers represent $2-3 trillion in assets each year. With the poten-
tial of bringing $120 billion in new assets every year, wealth man-
agers adopting a data-driven approach to enhance their advisor 
recruitment efforts can build a significant edge. By focusing on three 
key areas — establishing the right ambition, prioritizing the right 
advisor cohorts, and focusing on the right markets — wealth man-
agers can improve the effectiveness of their recruiting efforts.

The AI “Tipping Point” and the Rise of the Generative AI (Gen AI) 
Machines 

Gen AI isn’t a separate growth driver in itself. It has the potential to 
supercharge efficiency gains across the operating model, which can 
free up even more resources to invest in profitable growth areas. 
While the technology underlying Gen AI has been around for several 
years, we believe we are now at a “tipping point” in terms of its ability 
to be deployed on a widespread basis across asset and wealth man-
agers.  

et new money and 

of initiatives that can 
rowth:

ey client segments:

tives: These segments 
200 billion for wealth 

bines wealth manage-
anking (CIB) products. 
ds and require custom-
o exclusive investment 
owners, who make up 
 needs, combining busi-
ration across WM and 
apability and coverage 
are the most effective 
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Exhibit 1: AI Tipping Point

AI capabilities

Generalit
range of G
spanning
business

Better ac
use: Gen 
degree of
friendly in
backgrou
utilize an

Higher de
previous 
language
to better 
sophistic
AI system

Source: Oliver Wyman

While experimentation and piloting are wi
already deploying and extracting tangible 

Firms that have already successfully implem
have focused on areas where it has the g
namely where there is abundant information t
size, a need to generate moderately customiz
and where the activities involve routine 
deployed, Gen AI can lead to significant produ
value chain. While it is still quite early in the
nology, our estimates of potential productivit
industry executives on the expected benefits
tools over time. We expect these initial estim
asset and wealth managers adopt AI at scale
fits become clearer. Our current research su

In sales and client service,Gen AI can enha
ability to engage existing clients and enable b
conversion of prospective clients. By freeing u
istrative tasks, helping prepare more custom
ents and tailored answers to inquiries, we es
lead to potential productivity gains of 30-40%

In product development, Gen AI can acceler
as report drafting and market research, pot
ductivity for asset managers by 25-35% and a
to market with products better tailored to m

In investment & research, Gen AI can empow
in investment research and risk analysis by rep
 BluePaper
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y of application: Broad 
en AI applications, 

 across industries, 
 functions, and capabilities

cessibility and ease of 
AI applications have a high 
 accessibility and user-
terfaces, with no technical 
nd required to effectively 
d build tools

gree of accuracy than 
generations of natural 
 processing (NLP), able 
understand and generate 
ated language than earlier 
s

despread, leaders are 
benefits from Gen AI 

ented Gen AI solutions 
reatest “fit” potential, 
o interpret and synthe-
ed or creative content, 
tasks. When properly 
ctivity gains across the 
 adoption of this tech-
y gains reflect views of 
 of fully ramped-up AI 
ates to evolve as more 
 and the range of bene-
ggests the following:

nce sales or advisors’ 
etter identification and 
p time spent on admin-
ized insights about cli-
timate that Gen AI can 
 for sales and advisors.

ate routine tasks, such 
entially enhancing pro-
llowing for faster time 
arket demand.

er portfolio managers 
lacing information col-

lection, summary, and data cleaning tasks with higher-value valida-
tion and idea generation activities, resulting in up to 30% productivity 
gains.

For mid- & back-office functions, Gen AI can improve efficiency for 
legal, compliance, and operational tasks, and democratize ability to 
code, saving 25-50% of employee time.

The initial focus for Gen AI is overwhelmingly on driving efficiency 
gains over directly expanding new revenue streams or driving alpha. 
Part of the reason for this is that efficiency gains help to deliver the 
incremental budget for AI. It is important to note, however, that effi-
ciency gains free up time and resources that can be reallocated to 
higher-value activities to support revenue-generating activities, 
enable better investment decisions, or improve client engagement 
and experience. As part of generating these efficiency gains, firms 
have not (yet) been utilizing Gen AI to replace resources. Rather, the 
technology has been used as more of a copilot, or a tool that 
enhances human capabilities, often by shifting the balance of activi-
ties away from basic content creation and synthesizing to reviewing, 
validating, and further customizing outputs.

The transformative power of Gen AI doesn’t come without risks

Some 10 years ago, the famous physicist Stephen Hawking said, 
"Success in creating AI would be the biggest event in human history. 
Unfortunately, it might also be the last, unless we learn how to avoid 
the risks.” As the deployment of Gen AI becomes increasingly preva-
lent, organizations must carefully assess and mitigate the unique 
risks and limitations inherent in the technology, which fall into two 
main categories: “technological” and “usage.”

Exhibit 2: AI Technical and Usage Risks

AI Usage RisksAI Technological Risks

Traceability

Threat of 
cyberattack 
and fraud

Hallucination

Improperly 
trained models

Difficulty 
controlling outputs

Data privacy

Observability 
of interactions

Copyright 
concerns

Source: Oliver Wyman
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Responsible deployment of Gen AI tools r
holders understand that Gen AI is a capabilit
oversight. So far, the industry seems to be re
lenges, with many firms  maintaining a 
approach to AI adoption — whereby a huma
sion-making process alongside AI, so that A
oversight, intervention, and validation.

Firms that will benefit most from deployin
nesses will satisfy seven key success facto

Successful implementation of Gen AI require
tegic approach by asset and wealth manage
and manage risks. We have identified seven im
to effectively harness Gen AI's potential. So
“table stakes”— firms looking to get any m
deploying Gen AI technology should adopt th
potential sources of competitive differentia
successfully execute on these will be able to 
fits, driving outsized efficiency gains, improv
and client experiences, and delivering indus
their stakeholders. 
 BluePaper

equires that all stake-
y in need of significant 
sponding to these chal-

“human-in-the-loop” 
n is involved in the deci-
I operates with human 

g Gen AI in their busi-
rs 

s a thoughtful and stra-
rs to maximize impact 
peratives for managers 
me of these we see as 
eaningful benefit from 
ese actions. Others are 
tion — firms that can 
extract the most bene-
ing investor outcomes 
try-leading value to all 

Exhibit 3: Key Success Factors for Implementation of Gen AI 
Competitive differentiators

Table stakes

Deploy proprietary data as a strategic asset with the right 
data environment

Adopt a holistic or systems-based approach

Identify whether Gen AI is the right solution for specific 
business problem

Reimagine operations to exploit possibilities of AI

Evolve talent strategy and develop right teaming models

Maintain trust and transparency

Strike the right balance of in-house capabilities and outsourcing

Source: Oliver Wyman 

From our project work and conversations across the industry, firms 
are at very different points in terms of how well they are satisfying 
these success imperatives, but everyone is trying to move as fast as 
possible given the range of constraints the asset and wealth manage-
ment industries face. The bar to even compete — much less win —  
is being raised every day. Figuring out how to best deploy these capa-
bilities will be a crucial determinant of an organization’s long-term 
success.
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1. State of the Indu
1.1. Global Asset Management

The broad-based sell-off in 2022 cut $14 tril
nally managed assets under management (A
$118 trillion to $104 trillion after years of ste
lenges of 2022 have faded to some extent, w
up nearly 16% through the first half of 2023
tech-led (especially AI-related) rebound tha
externally managed AuM close to its previou

Exhibit 4: Global Externally Managed AuM
$TN, 2017-23E

81 80

91

104

118

2017 2018 2019 2020 202

9.9%

Source: Oliver Wyman Global Asset Management Model

Looking ahead, we expect a 7.0% compoun
(CAGR) from 2022 to 2027 in AuM when me
of-year (EOY) 2022 base; measuring from 20
malized growth rate of 3.6%. That growth wil
by each market segment. 

Private markets: We expect private marke
global AuM growth, but at a slower rate relat
a 19% CAGR in 2017-22 to a 13% CAGR in 2022
equity fundraising struggles have emerged 
tional allocations slow from peak. Neverthe
grow other segments, ultimately accounting
by 2027 versus 12% in 2022. 

2    Global AuM size of 1H23 was not available at th
institutional AuM being reported with a time lag.
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lion from global exter-
uM), dropping it from 

ady growth.2  The chal-
ith the S&P 500 Index 

, largely propelled by a 
t has helped lift global 
s high.

104

111

1 2022 2023E

-11.6%

d annual growth rate 
asured off a lower end-
21 suggests a more nor-
l not be equally shared 

ts to continue fueling 
ive to past years (from 
-27E) as signs of private 
in 2023 and as institu-
less, it should still out-
 for 16% of global AuM 

e time of publishing due to 

Democratization of private markets for retail investors remains a key 
growth driver over the coming five years given improved access 
enabled by product innovation (e.g., interval and tender offer funds, 
BDCs and other semi-liquid fund offerings), advancements in tech-
nology (e.g., fund distribution and administration platforms), and 
increased commitment by GPs to educate advisors to help them sell 
these more complex products.

Within private markets, the relative growth outlook varies across the 
different asset classes.

Private equity (64% of private markets AuM3 )

• Compared to the boom years following COVID-19, when low 
rates, massive global stimulus, favorable public market envi-
ronment, and frenetic deal-making characterized the market, 
corporate private equity has since experienced fundraising 
challenges in 1H23 as these factors reversed.

• Falling public markets in 2022 meant some institutional 
investors brushed up against allocation limits, reducing their 
demand for private equity products.

• As this allocation effect fades and retail/wealth investors 
continue to channel capital into PE offerings, the longer-term 
outlook remains bullish, particularly for the largest, most 
well-renowned, and resourced firms who have the fund-
raising capabilities and global footprints to tap into the most 
attractive pockets of growth.

Real estate (13% of private markets AuM)

• After record years pre-2022, the outlook remains challenged 
over the short to medium term as the real estate sector 
undergoes a period of repricing across investment styles, 
including core and core-plus strategies in A-locations, and the 
commercial real estate sector works through refinancing 
challenges.

• The outlook is linked with broader economic activity, with a 
positive outlook for new sectors like data centers, as well as 
opportunistic strategies that monetize current repricing and 
expected restructuring cases.

3     Source: Preqin.
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Private credit (12% of private markets AuM)

• The private debt total addressable m
~$23 trillion, but only ~6% is currentl
credit managers, leaving plenty room
ticularly prominent across Europe an
still play an important role, but alt
learned how to partner with them.

• Higher rates and refinancing risk are po
lack of traditional bank financing, pa
segments, has given managers prici
yields on offer even more attractive
tioning private credit to be one of th
ments.

Infrastructure (9% of private markets AuM)

• Tailwinds are generated by asset ow
ments and massive government s
finance decarbonization plans and 
helping to offset some more recent 
caused by the impact of higher rates
some natural reversion from a red-ho

• Investors continue to express interes
structure allocations. Some value low
greater downside protection, and inf
teristics; others want to participate
investments focused on the energy t
technologies.

• The strongest growth areas are expec
ment themes, including clean energy, 
management, waste management, an

Natural capital (2% of private markets AuM

• Historically, natural capital investmen
nantly in forestry and land, have been
classes, primarily attracting the intere
investors and family offices.

• The growing interest in climate solut
asset class is at an inflection point, w
investors directing capital toward in
carbon sequestration, biodiversity, an

Hedge funds: The challenging macroeconom
conditions that characterized 2022 have pr
opportunity for those who have been able to
 BluePaper

arket is estimated at 
y penetrated by private 
 for growth. This is par-
d APAC, where banks 
ernative lenders have 

tential headwinds, but 
rticularly in the riskier 
ng power, making the 
 to investors and posi-
e fastest-growing seg-

ners’ climate commit-
pending programs to 
the energy transition, 
fundraising challenges 
, valuation levels, and 
t 2022.

t in growing their infra-
er risk, consistent yield, 
lation-hedging charac-
 in more speculative 

ransition and advanced 

ted across new invest-
battery storage, carbon 
d energy transmission.

)

ts, which are predomi-
 viewed as niche asset 
st of large institutional 

ions suggests that the 
ith a rising number of 
vestments related to 
d carbon credits.

ic and financial market 
ovided an “alpha rich” 
 take advantage of the 

volatility. In particular, the performance of some multi-strategy and 
global macro strategies has been resilient. As the economy and finan-
cial markets reeled from the shock of COVID-19 and the subsequent 
policy responses, these strategies have been able to generate rela-
tively strong flows. We expect demand to remain strong for these 
liquid, non-correlated sources of alpha that have a proven ability to 
navigate these complex market and global paradigm shifts.  

Passive: Looking forward to 2027, we expect the growth of passive 
strategies in developed markets, particularly fixed income, to remain 
robust. Investors will likely continue to seek out cost-efficient invest-
ments to replace their traditional core active assets, which have 
struggled to outperform despite the opportunity to demonstrate 
value-add in the difficult markets of 2022. Passive funds have also 
become increasingly popular within APAC and emerging markets; 
however, penetration will remain comparatively low due to less effi-
cient capital markets and relatively nascent index-tracking infra-
structure. 

Core active: Without strong outperformance over benchmarks, tra-
ditional active managers will continue to bleed assets to passive. Yet 
the future for core active strategies is not entirely bleak. The best 
performing managers in capacity-constrained strategies will con-
tinue to attract flows, and there are bright spots in thematic and 
responsible investing.4  Vehicles such as active ETFs, retail sepa-
rately managed accounts (SMAs) and collective investment trusts 
(CITs) will also be attractive opportunities due to lower all-in costs 
and greater flexibility. We also see scope for inflows into fixed income 
strategies as rates peak out and asset owners lock in current 
attractive yields ahead of any future rate cuts. At the overall industry 
level, however, we expect the unfavorable secular flow and fee 
dynamics to remain in place, meaning that for a given manager, 
growth will hinge on their ability to gain share of a shrinking pie and 
optimize the value of what is available. 

Solutions/multi-asset class: We expect solutions to grow faster 
than the overall market. This will primarily be driven by increasing 
demand for outsourced CIO solutions from institutions, bespoke and 
personalized portfolios for HNWIs and family offices, and the con-
tinued flow into retirement solutions like target date funds (TDFs) 
and (semi-) guaranteed payoff structures that have become more 
attractive at higher rate levels. 

4    Includes Screened – Sustainability/thematic investment, Screened – Best-in-Class 
& Positive screening, Screened - Impact investing, Embedded – Exclusions, Embedded 
– Integration/Engagement according to categorization by Broadridge.
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Money market: We expect money market 
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Exhibit 5  shows our five-year projection of A
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Exhibit 5: Global AuM Breakdown by Prod
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Exhibit 6: Global AuM Growth Breakdown by Product
$TN, 2022-27E
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We expect revenue to be slower than overall AuM growth (5.2% rev-
enue CAGR in 2022-27E vs. 7.0% AuM CAGR, or a more normalized 
4.7% revenue when measuring from 2021) due to: 1) some slowing of 
private markets AuM growth and slight mix shift to lower fee debt 
strategies; 2) persisting fee compression across most asset classes, 
particularly core active and passive, albeit at a moderated pace; and 
3) additional mix shift impact from a rotation to lower-fee fixed 
income strategies. Looking beneath the headline number, we note 
the following: 

Private markets and hedge funds: Private markets have been the 
growth engine for many years, with revenues increasing consistently 
each year, despite the broader market sell-off in 2022, which was felt 
overwhelmingly by public markets managers. Looking ahead to 2027, 
we expect alternative assets (including both hedge funds and private 
markets) to surpass half of global revenue, as the AuM growth out-
look remains strong and average management fees hover around 
100bps. We expect mixed dynamics on fees: Headwinds include 
lower forecast returns, greater bargaining power of investors for 
volume discounts as managers compete for capital, large institu-
tional investors’ preference for co-investments, and the increasing 
allocation toward lower-fee private debt strategies. These are bal-
anced to some extent by tailwinds from the retail/wealth sector, 
where negotiating leverage is limited and investors look to address 
the historical under-allocation to private markets now that access 
has improved.
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Exhibit 7: Revenue Growth Projections by
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India is emerging as the next epicenter of growth, with its large, 
expanding population, favorable younger demographics with greater 
tendency to save and invest, and growth-oriented economic policies. 
The opportunities promise continued momentum for those already 
there and will garner rising interest from global asset managers 
looking to build a foothold in the market. Yet while the headline 
trends look positive, the dominance of large captive players creates 
challenges for global managers looking to win locally. Success will 
require understanding of market nuances and client needs, as well as 
developing tailored propositions for specific client segments.

Southeast Asia and the Middle East are expected to continue bene-
fiting from favorable demographic trends and the supply chain shift 
away from China, and for exporting countries, windfalls from the rise 
in oil prices. However, it is hard to treat the market as monolithic as 
there are varying degrees of penetration of international investment 
strategies across countries, and each market will require asset man-
agers to formulate tailored strategies that meet local needs, espe-
cially in more nascent markets like Indonesia.

North America will continue to outpace Europe, with more favorable 
demographics, investment preferences, and wealth creation 
dynamics. 

Exhibit 8: Global AuM Breakdown by Region
$TN, 2021-27E
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As has been the case for some time, retail channels will continue to 
outpace institutional in terms of AuM growth. We project the retail/
wealth segment will account for 61% of global externally managed 
AuM by 2027. While partly driven by the democratization of alterna-
tive assets, as mentioned previously, this $24 trillion opportunity 
(the change in retail AuM 2022-27E) also represents growing global 
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1.2. Global Wealth Management Outlook

Shrinking global wealth for the first time in more than a decade, 
but rapid rebound expected

For the first time in over a decade, global household wealth shrank 
in 2022. Inflation, rising interest rates, heightened geopolitical ten-
sions, and uncertainty regarding economic growth negatively 
affected wealth growth, leading to a decrease of 4% in 2022. 

Looking forward to 2027, we expect global financial wealth to grow 
at 6% (2022-27E) annually, with a strong rebound in 2023 ( Exhibit 
10 ). We expect the Middle East & Africa, APAC, and Latin America to 
lead, with growth rates of 8.2%, 7.4%, and 6%, respectively. Within 
APAC, Japan's growth will remain slow relative to the rest of the 
region, at 2.9% (2022-27E). Furthermore, while China remains one of 
the main growth drivers in APAC, recent uncertainty has brought its 
outlook more in line with the rest of the region, at 7.6% (2022-27E). 
In absolute terms, North America and APAC are expected to drive 
>75% of worldwide new wealth creation until 2027.

Exhibit 10: Global Household Financial Wealth by Region
$TN, 2021-27E
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Notes:  Wealth is defined as investable personal financial assets including investable assets (deposits, 
equities, bonds, mutual funds and alternatives), excluding assets held in insurance policies, pensions and 
direct real estate or any other real assets. Numbers for all years were converted to $ at the year-end 2022 
exchange rates to exclude the effect of currency fluctuations. Excludes low mass affluent segment (<300 
K). Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Pools Model

Wealth creation is expected to be led by UHNWIs, with >$50 million 
in assets, which is the fastest-growing segment, forecast to increase 
at 7% annually in the next five years. This translates to an increase of 
around $25 billion in new revenues from 2022 to 2027, or more than 
a third of total global wealth growth ( Exhibit 11 ). Although UHNWIs 
are projected to experience the highest growth, affluent clients (with 
<$5 million in investable assets) still constitute the largest revenue 
pool (~57%) due to notable margin differences compared to 
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UHNWIs. Consequently, the relevance of the
3.0" concept introduced in last year's Morgan
Blue Paper (link) remains strong for man
wealth bands.

Exhibit 11: Global Household Financial Wea
by Client Segment
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given that the Fed is engaging in quantitative tightening that is 
shrinking deposits by ~3% a year, which was not a feature in prior rate 
hike cycles. 

Over the past several years, the majority of wealth managers have 
done a good job managing through a declining revenue margin envi-
ronment, keeping expense growth just below revenue growth, 
driving down the cost/income ratio ( Exhibit 12 ). Considering the 
uncertainty of the current market environment creating the “perfect 
storm” on both the revenue and cost sides, the majority of wealth 
managers will likely face lower profitability margins going forward 
and will need to focus not only on retaining flows but on attracting 
NNM to compensate for rising costs, be it higher funding cost-driven 
expenses or higher labor expenses. Additionally, a key focus on costs, 
incrementally benefiting from economies of scale and leveraging 
technology and AI, will be key.

Exhibit 12: Revenue Margin and Cost-Income Ratios
Sample of large global wealth managers (>$200 billion AuM) 
across Europe, North America, and APAC
Simple average, bps (for revenue margin)

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023H1
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Cost-income ratio

69%

Note: Sample includes 15 of the world’s largest wealth managers with >$200BN AuM, a focus on HNW 
clients and headquarters across Europe, North America and APAC.
Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Benchmarking Model

Looking forward, following recent interest rate hikes we expect a 
continued pickup in deposit betas that exceed prior cycles. This 
cycle’s unique funding challenges include an increase in loan growth 
fueled by inflation, combined with an outflow of deposits fueled by 
quantitative tightening. In addition, the wealth management 
industry faces increased competition in the market, as well as the 
focus on high net worth (HNW) and quasi-institutional ultra-high net 
worth (UHNW) clients who expect a greater pass-through of rate 
increases. While overall deposit betas across the banking landscape 
in Europe have remained relatively low, going forward we expect this 

https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2022/jun/morgan-stanley-oliver-wyman-wealth-asset-management-report-2022.html
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trend will likely limit the upside available to
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Exhibit 13: Global AuM Growth Composition 
Sample of large global wealth managers, %
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Note: Sample includes 15 of the world’s largest wealth managers with a focus on HNW clients and head-
quarters across Europe, North America and APAC.
Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Benchmarking Model

Exhibit 14: Advisor Productivity 
Sample1 of large global wealth managers, indexed to 2019
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Notes: 1. Sample includes 15 of the world’s largest wealth managers with a focus on HNW clients and 
headquarters across Europe, North America and APAC. 2. Represents total number of advisors for in-
scope wealth managers indexed to 2019 to show how advisor numbers have changed from 2019-2022 
on a relative basis.
Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Benchmarking Model
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2. Getting on the 'R
Managers

The combination of persistent stress on as
models, the fading of macroeconomic tailwin
all, and revolutionary changes ushered in by G
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We see three key plays: 

1.   Fuel the active management engine

2.   Optimize pricing to capture more o
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3.   Reset the operating model to build r
platform for growth

It is worth noting that Gen AI (assuming the t
governance, and resource models necessary t
formative power is built) could help supercha
actions. We discuss this in detail in Section 4
cess criteria, key use cases, and potential be
bring to asset managers as they integrate thes
businesses. 

2.1. Fuel the Active Manageme
Win Share

The rise of passive investments at the expense
has been the single most disruptive trend to 
industry over the last 20 years. The trend
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 of active management 
the asset management 
 has largely continued 
hare to passive, falling 
17 to 55% at the end of 
pect this trend to con-

tinue, with core active assets falling below 50% by 2027 for the first 
time in history amid the persistence of underlying drivers across 
retail and institutional channels, including scrutiny on fees and value 
for money, lack of demonstrable alpha on average across the 
industry, and the shift to core passive-satellite constructs. The bright 
spots in core active management have been limited, with positive 
inflows in some fixed income strategies due to higher rates, top-per-
forming equity strategies, as well as in APAC markets, which tend to 
be less efficient and mature in their index-tracking infrastructure.

Exhibit 15: Shift in Proportion of Assets from Core Active to 
Passive 
$TN

60% 57% 55% 54%
49%

40% 43% 45% 46%
51%

2017 2021 2022 1H 2023 2027E

53 74 61 65 80

Passive Core active

Note: Excludes money market funds, solutions, private markets and hedge funds.
Source: Oliver Wyman Asset Management model

The relentless trend toward passive has been driven by many factors; 
chief among them is that active management has not been able to 
consistently demonstrate its value-add. While specific firms and 
strategies have performed well, the overall industry has not been 
successful, which can tarnish the reputation of active management 
and perpetuate the movement toward passive. As Exhibit 16 shows, 
on average, for nearly all major strategy categories, actively managed 
products have struggled to beat passive equivalents across 1-, 3-, and 
5-year horizons at an overall industry level, with only two exceptions 
over the last year. 
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Exhibit 16: Actively Managed Funds vs. Pa
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That said, we see significant opportunity ahea
ture share despite persisting secular challen
(i.e., reallocations within the active space) c
active asset managers that cannot be ignored
ysis, we estimate that the flows between core
than three times that of net flows into pass
In other words, for every $1 outflow to a pass
fund, there are approximately $3 in flows bet
available to be captured by active managers

Exhibit 17: Flows Between Funds (Flows 
Funds vs. Inflows into Passive)
2021-22, % of 2022 industry AuM
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While common wisdom is that performance drives flows — and 
there is certainly a lot of truth to this — it is not the sole factor. Our 
research shows that, in addition to “performance alpha,” there are 
several other sources of “alpha” that managers can generate to drive 
stronger flows, namely: 

• “Product innovation alpha” 
• “Distribution and service alpha” 
• “Fee alpha” 

Product Innovation Alpha 

In the active fund world, youth is king. In our analysis of total active 
fund industry flows, we find that younger funds consistently attract 
more inflows ( Exhibit 18 ), while this trend is less prominent for pas-
sive funds. This could be driven by a few factors, including focused 
marketing efforts, targeted distribution incentives and support, 
ability of newer funds to meet current investor demand gaps, and the 
inherent advantages of not having a back book that could suffer from 
large redemptions. 

Exhibit 18: Global Active Mutual Fund Net Flows by Age of Funds, 
excl. Money Market Funds
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Source: Broadridge, Oliver Wyman analysis

A good example of this dynamic played out in 2020 and 2021 as inno-
vation in responsible investing and thematic funds saw significant 
market share gain at the expense of broader core active. Inflows into 
responsible investing and thematic funds relative to traditional 
equity funds widened as investors switched from conventional funds 
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to newer, in-demand strategies ( Exhibit 19 ).
unique times in terms of the demand for res
funds, but managers able to bring credible pro
had a leg up in meeting this spike in demand. W
tions in flows to ESG products between the
topic has become politicized and flows are
(where policy support and flows continue to
well documented, investors everywhere rem
and opportunities, such as energy transition a
their portfolios. Managers stand to reap sign
can innovate and get credible products to
address this demand.

Exhibit 19: Global Active Mutual Fund Ne
Strategy, excl. Money Market Funds
% out of year-end AuM of each strategy

3%

6%

8%

-3

0%

11% 10%

-4%

-2%

1%

2019 2020 2021

Responsible investing Equities sector & th

Source: Broadridge, Oliver Wyman analysis

Looking forward, active ETFs, while not new,
point in terms of growth. Active ETFs are stil
(~1% of total fund market), but they have gr
from 2020 to 1H23. Given the relative nascen
is also greater opportunity for early innovator
selves and capture share. Relative to the pas
is highly concentrated in just a handful of
account for 61%), the active ETF market is mor
top 3 providers accounting for only ~18%.5

Central to an organization’s ability to create in
get them to market is the strength of its prod
tion. As the “bridge” between distribution 
ment, this function combines insights about c

5    Source: Broadridge
 BluePaper

 These were, of course, 
ponsible and thematic 
ducts to market clearly 
hile the regional varia-
 Americas (where the 
 weaker) and Europe 
 be strong) have been 

ain keen to weave risks 
nd energy security, into 
ificant benefits if they 
 market quickly that 

t Flows over AuM by 

%

0%

-2% -2%

-5%

-2%

2022 2023 Jun

emes Equity

 may be at an inflection 
l small in absolute size 
own at a CAGR of 35% 
cy of the market, there 
s to differentiate them-
sive ETF market, which 
 providers (the top 3 
e fragmented, with the 

novative products and 
uct management func-
and portfolio manage-
lient demands from the 

field with an understanding of portfolio management capabilities. 
Leading product management functions bring these two sides 
together to rapidly conceive, design, seed, and launch products into 
the market to drive flows and capture the “product innovation alpha” 
that comes from being in the market at the right time with the right 
product. 

Distribution and Service Alpha 

Very few firms can consistently deliver top performance, so winning 
share requires most managers to enhance their “softer” capabilities, 
particularly around distribution and client service. Our analysis of 
individual asset managers reveals large variations in flows that are 
not accounted for by performance differences. In other words, after 
controlling for performance, some managers are still significantly 
stronger in terms of the flows they are able to generate (or retain). 

To assess this, we looked at the active mutual funds of 10 major strat-
egies from a large number of managers and analyzed the recent 
flows of funds that were in the lower three-year performance 
quartiles. We then divided their AuM into those that had higher-than-
average and lower-than-average flows. The disparity among man-
agers was clear: Those that were most effective had a much higher 
proportion of AuM in funds that attracted better-than-average flows 
despite low performance, while the least effective were largely 
losing flows to others, as shown in Exhibit 20 .

Exhibit 20: Sample of Asset Managers’ Active Mutual Fund AuM 
by Fund Performance and Flows
 % of total 2022 AuM of each select managers, across 10 major 
strategies

Most 
effective 
managers

Least 
effective 
managers

Average flow/AuM of all managers

Up to 15x more AuM in 
higher flow funds than 
lower flow funds

Up to 10x more AuM in 
lower flow funds than 
higher flow funds

59%4%

75%10%

85%14%

34%11%

55%

13%48%

12%65%

6%57%

22%

1

2

3

4

…

1

2

3

4

Bottom 3 quartile performance, lower-than-average flows

Bottom 3 quartile performance, higher-than-average flows

Note: 10 major strategies include Global Equity Large Cap, Global Fixed Income, US Equity Large Cap 
Blend, US Equity, Small Cap, US Fixed Income, Europe Equity Large Cap, Europe Fixed Income, Global 
Emerging Markets Equity, Emerging Markets Fixed Income, Moderate Allocation.
Source: Morningstar, Oliver Wyman analysis
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There are potentially many underlying factor
Based on our experience, however, a few fact
nificant influence on capital allocation an
driving a significant amount of “distribution a
include coverage quality of intermediary netw
ships with investment consultants, ability to o
“solution” services across wealth and insti
having captive distribution or strategic distri

Fee Alpha

Asset managers have long been judged on the
benchmarks, and ex-post net returns remain
investors. Indeed, according to Morningstar d
funds with the highest Morningstar rating of
positive inflows or close-to-zero outflows o
over the last one year and three years.6 Inves
hesitation in pulling out from active funds th

6    From 2022 to 1H23, and 2020 to 1H23, respectively  
 BluePaper
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s driving these results. 
ors can have a very sig-
d retention decisions, 
nd service alpha"; these 
orks, depth of relation-
ffer enhanced advisory 

tutional channels, and 
bution relationships. 

ir ability to outperform 
 a crucial criterion for 
ata, only active mutual 
 5 were able to achieve 
n an aggregated basis 
tors seem to have little 
at underperform.

Beside ex-post net performance,  data suggests that investors are 
increasingly factoring in fee levels when deciding to invest and/or 
redeem. When comparing active mutual funds within the same 
strategy and in the same performance deciles, funds with lower fee 
levels tend to attract more flows or defend outflows better than 
those with higher fees. This trend is largely consistent across the 
major fund strategies globally, as highlighted in Exhibit 21 .7 The 
analysis compares 2022’s net flows relative to total AuM for funds 
by their fee levels and three-year performance decile as of year-end 
2021 (with the logic being that flows in 2022 were, in part, 
determined by the prior three-year performance track record from 
2018 to 2021). This phenomenon may be driven by an investor 
psychology that prefers ex-ante certainty of “fee alpha” today 
relative to the uncertain ex-post potential of investment 
performance alpha tomorrow. 

7   The one exception is Europe Equity Large Cap where very high inflation, the 
Russia-Ukraine War, and tightening monetary policies caused investor sentiment to 
change and resulted in steep outflows from some large funds focused on growth 
investing. 
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Exhibit 21: Net Flows and AuM Split by Per

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

5.4%

2022 N
Flows/Au

1.2%

2022 N
Flows/Au

-5.4%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-2.3%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-3.9%

2022 N
Flows/Au

-11.7%

2022 N
Flows/Au

-18.6%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-13.8%

US Equity Large Cap Blend (Acti
n = 2637 funds

US Fixed Income (Active)
n = 4891 funds

High 3Y 
Performance 
as of 2021
(1st decile)

Low 3Y 
Performance 
as of 2021
(2nd – 9th 
decile)

High 3Y 
Performance 
as of 2021
(1st decile)

Low 3Y 
Performance 
as of 2021
(2nd – 9th 
decile)

Net 
Flows/AuM 

X%

Shaded area 
2022 AuM

Key:

Low Fees 
(below average)

High Fee
(above aver

Source: Morningstar, Oliver Wyman analysis

This is obviously a balancing act. Discounting
net negative flows to core active strategies at
reducing fees up to the point of generating n
as the flow benefit (either in attracting net inf
need also to consider the trade-offs between
across different fund strategies.
 BluePaper

formance and Fees by Selected Strategy

et 
M

et 
M

et 
M

et 
M

ve)

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-26.3%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-4.6%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-7.2%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-11.5%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

5.2%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-9.7%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-13.3%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-10.0%

Europe Equity Large Cap (Active)
n = 4244 funds

Europe Fixed Income (Active)
n = 4941 funds

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-1.9%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-14.3%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-14.7%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-11.7%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-8.2%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-11.8%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-21.4%

2022 Net 
Flows/AuM

-21.3%

Global Emerging Markets Equity (Active)
n = 2756 funds

Global Emerging Markets Fixed Income (Active)
n = 2974 funds

s 
age) 

Low Fees 
(below average)

High Fees 
(above average) 

Low Fees 
(below average)

High Fees 
(above average) 

 fees may drive or help retain future flows, but it also reduces profitability. In an environment of 
 the industry level, however, the calculus is relatively clear: Given mediocre-to-poor performance, 
egative margins may be a winning strategy (at least at an individual firm level, on a relative basis) 
lows or preventing outflows) can offset margin compression. Those with higher-performing funds 
 potentially greater flows by lowering fees and the impact to margins and the capacity available 
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2.2. Optimize Institutional Pric
Pricing Can Lead to Material G
Revenue Capture

The average fee levels across mutual funds an
icant declines over the past decade, primar
increasingly switching to cheaper index/ET
funds cutting fees. This switching to lower-fee
nounced in 2022, as many active fund strat
passive equivalents. Institutional segregate
faced fee pressures over the past decade.
nature of institutional mandate pricing ( Exhib
segregated mandate fees against actual fee
investors), we see significant opportunity 
applying a more disciplined, optimized appro

At first glance, the reduction in asset manag
mandate fees appears less pronounced than 
However, as highlighted in Exhibit 22 , this 
discounting that is commonplace as asset m
growth.

Exhibit 22: 2022 Median Fees of Active St
Million Segregated Mandates 

46

30

58

80

26 26

53

75

Global
HY

Global
Credit

Europe
Equity

incl. UK

Emerging
Markets
Equity

-43%

-13%

-9%

-6%

2022 Quoted 2022 Actual1

Note: 1. ‘2022 Actual’ figures are an average of fees paid by institution
by the investment consultant, Mercer, ‘2022 Quoted’ figures are rack ra
Source: Mercer Fee Surveys, Mercer Insights, Oliver Wyman analysis

There are several pricing considerations ass
“seal the deal,” including: 

1.  Capacity of the investment strateg
strategies, (e.g., global equities, sov
discounted on a sliding scale (i.e., larg
counts).
 BluePaper
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ing: Strategic 
ains in 

d ETFs have seen signif-
ily driven by investors 
F-based products and 
 passive funds was pro-
egies underperformed 
d mandates have also 
 Given the negotiated 
it 22  highlights quoted 
s paid by institutional 
for revenue uplift by 
ach.

ers’ quoted segregated 
for mutual funds/ETFs. 
excludes the impact of 

anagers compete for 

rategies, bps for $100 

62

50
57

48

Global
Equity
(Core)

US Large
Cap Equity

(Core)

-8%

-4%

al investors based on data gathered 
te quotes from asset managers.

et managers assess to 

y: Where high-capacity 
ereign bonds, etc.) are 
er mandate = larger dis-

2.  Client scale: Larger clients that can bring scale are more 
cost-effective to serve (e.g., lower marketing costs, lower 
sales costs, lower operational complexity of managing single 
client accounts versus a broad set of smaller accounts, etc.). 
This makes them desirable targets, with asset managers 
offering significant discounts to attract them.

3. Cross-selling/stacking: Similar to client scale, servicing a 
single client across products is more cost-effective, with 
some of those cost benefits passed on to clients as part of 
cross-selling efforts.

4. Product nascency: New product launches, or products from 
asset managers with limited track records, are typically dis-
counted to attract initial flows.

5.  Market/geography nascency: As with new product 
launches, entering new markets/geographies can initially be 
challenging for asset managers, who frequently offer intro-
ductory fee discounts as they build credibility and a track 
record. 

6. Product demand: In challenged markets, or in cases where 
there has been a dip in performance, asset managers may 
offer reduced fees to attract flows. 

The scale and extent to which these pricing considerations are 
applied can vary widely, with rack rate discounts ranging from 5% to 
95%, depending on strategy, as illustrated in Exhibit 23 . This is pri-
marily driven by the underlying competitive intensity and cost struc-
ture of the strategies. For example:

• Passive strategies face fierce pricing competition, while also 
benefiting from economies of scale, allowing asset managers 
to offer significant fee discounts (90%+ in some cases, or 
even free mandates).

• Emerging market strategies come with cost considerations 
for asset managers (e.g., the need to have on-the-ground 
teams across various geographies to source, assess, and 
manage investment opportunities), limiting the scale of dis-
counts offered.

• Liquid alternatives are generally more capacity constrained 
with higher demand, which limits investor bargaining powers 
in some cases, negating the need for asset managers to offer 
significant discounts.
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Exhibit 23: Extent of Fee Discounts by Stra
~95%

~5%

• Global Low Volatility Equity

• UCITS Liquid Alternatives

• Unconstrained Diversifying Alternatives

• … 

• Emerging Market Debt

• Active Global Equity

• Emerging Markets Equity

• Sustainable Global Equity

• …

• Passive Global Equity

• Passive Emerging Mark

• Passive Sovereign Debt

• Cash – EUR

• Global Bonds

• …

Source: Mercer OCIO

Exhibit 24: Components of a Best-in-Class

Pricing Strategy1
• Clear understanding o

• Pricing strategy aligne

Implementation2

• Dedicated price and d
making

• Good understanding a

Ongoing Control3

• Dedicated process to 
discounts regularly; id

• Detection of low perfo

Governance 
and Process

4

• Centralized governanc

• Disciplined pricing pro
investment managers,

People, 
Culture and 
Incentives

5

• Established dedicated

• Dedicated trainings to

• Incentives aligned to c

Data/
Optimization

6

• Full transparency on m

• Systematic collection 
willingness-to-pay and

Source: Oliver Wyman 
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et Equity

Managers are at different ends of the spectrum in terms of their abili-
ties to incorporate the factors above into a robust pricing framework. 
Managers, particularly those with larger institutional client bases, 
who have faced persistent price deflation and service-level inflation, 
need to adopt more analytical and systematic approaches to help 
them counter these challenges. We see six key components to a best-
in-class pricing capability that can help asset managers improve 
pricing discipline and revenue capture ( Exhibit 24 ).

 Pricing Capability at Asset Managers 
Best practiceMinimum standard

= Industry average = Leading players

f value-for-money and pricing proposition

d with sales narrative and strategic priorities

iscount management tool to support decision 

nd application by sales staff and beyond

support front staff in reviewing fees and 
entify cross-sell/upsell opportunities 

rming accounts and root-cause identification

e framework for discount approvals

cess with clear KPIs and close involvement of 
 finance and sales 

 pricing team 

 embed pricing philosophy

lient relationship profitability 

argins, client and product profitability

of data on clients’ value drivers and/or 
 negotiation budgets
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To help institutionalize the process, leading
established dedicated pricing teams who run
cesses with clear KPIs and engage closely with
finance, and sales. They also support ongoing 
detect lower-performing accounts and ide
opportunities. Sales teams, meanwhile, are su
discount management tools that leverage 
drivers and willingness to pay.

Many asset managers, especially the least dis
to pricing, have large pricing dispersions 
accounts. The fees charged for the same 
strategy can vary widely across client accou
ranging from 50% to -200%), as illustrated in
agers are leaving money on the table. While 
element of dispersion given the different pric
merated earlier, more disciplined application
narrower band. Taking the example of a gen
ager that has an unnecessarily large dispersi
subset of the manager’s mandate data to co
suggests that applying the more discipline
noted in Exhibit 24  could yield a ~$50 mill
acknowledge this assumes the manager can su
the back book across all mandates toward a b
margin); that task could be challenging to a
even partial success could make a meaningfu

Exhibit 25: Illustrative: Segregated Manda
Strategy 
AuM in $ MM, fee in bps

0 100 200 300 400 500 700 800
0

10

20

30

600

50

40

Fees in bps

For a given mandate size, clients may 
pay different fee rates depending on 
any one of the various factors 
highlighted in this section

50% Δ 250%

Range in profit margin

Mandate size, $ MM

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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 asset managers have 
 disciplined pricing pro-
 investment managers, 

post-sale monitoring to 
ntify cross-sell/upsell 
pported by pricing and 
data on clients’ value 

ciplined when it comes 
across their managed 
institutional mandate 
nts (e.g., profit margin 
 Exhibit 25 . Asset man-
there will always be an 
ing considerations enu-
 would suggest a much 
eric $500 billion man-
on, and extrapolating a 
ver its entire portfolio, 
d, optimized approach 
ion revenue uplift. We 
ccessfully renegotiate 
reakeven curve (i.e., at 

ccomplish entirely, but 
l difference.

te Fees for a Select 

900 1,000

Money left 
on the table

~$50MM

Breakeven 
curve
(margin)

-200%

2.3. Reset the Operating Model to Build 
Resiliency and Provide a Platform for 
Growth 

The immediate sell-off that occurred at the onset of the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2Q20, while short-lived, serves as a cautionary tale for 
asset managers by highlighting the fixed nature of their cost base. 
The rapid rebound following the start of the pandemic hid underlying 
fragilities as asset managers quickly shifted their focus to new ways 
of working. The 2022 market downturn once again showed that 
asset managers continue to face the same challenges: tremendous 
downside exposure to markets on the revenue side, but with stub-
bornly high/growing cost bases. Exhibit 26  illustrates this relation-
ship for North American and European traditional asset managers, 
with profit margins dropping from 41% in 4Q21 at the market peak to 
37% in 1Q22, a 10% drop in a matter of months. 

Exhibit 26: AuM, Revenue, and Cost of Traditional Asset Managers 
Indexed to 1Q19   2019-2Q23; based on 28 publicly listed traditional 
asset managers in Europe and North America

Market volatilityCOVID 

hit

7%

7%

CAGR 
19-23Q2

11%

-19%

-8%

0%

21Q4 – 22Q3

-11%

-7%

0%

19Q4 – 20Q1

36% 31% 41% 37%34% 37% 34%

AuM Revenue Cost Quarterly Operating margin%

COVID hit Market volatility-14% -10%

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q1 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

Source: S&P CapIQ, Morgan Stanley, Company Filings, Oliver Wyman analysis

These cost challenges are driven by several factors. Post-COVID-19 
competition for employees intensified, causing a steady increase in 
employee wages, and at the same time, many asset managers 
increased salary bands in line with or close to inflation (300-400 bps 
compression on operating margins). Inflation further affected other 
contracted services, including outsourced middle-/back-office ser-
vices (30-40 bps impact on costs) and data (20-30 bps impact on 
cost), where fees tend to increase with inflation. Additionally, in prep-
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aration for several emerging regulatory requir
tions, asset managers have invested in enhan
(at a cost). For example, several emerging su
requirements, such as the UK’s Sus
Requirements (SDR), the EU’s Corporate S
Directive (CSRD), and the United State
Standardization of Climate-Related Disclosu
require global asset managers to acquire the n
develop new reporting and compliance pro
these reporting standards. 

In comparison, private market asset manag
tively consistent fees and growing revenues. T
efit of AuM not being affected by mark-to-mar
that traditional asset managers contend with
demand they have enjoyed. However, as dep
vate market asset managers’ overhead 
expenses have risen at the same rates as rev
highlighting both the aggressive investments
to pursue growth opportunities and the hurd
Additionally, private market asset managers 
the recent market volatility, with operating
47% in 2Q23 (close to what they were at the
highlighting the delayed market impact on p
financials versus traditional peers that were 
ately. 

Exhibit 27: AuM, Revenue, and Cost of 
Managers Indexed to 1Q19 
2019-2Q23; based on 9 publicly listed priva
agers in Europe and North America
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Exhibit 28: Operating Margin Evolution of Asset Managers
2019-2Q23; based on 37 publicly listed asset managers in Europe 
and North America

Traditional AMs Traditional AMs with Alts business1 Alternative AMs

Market volatilityCOVID 

hit
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-17%
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Note: 1. Where an Asset Manager has minimum >10% of total AuM in Alternative assets.
Source: S&P Cap1Q, Morgan Stanley, Company Filings, Oliver Wyman Analysis

Interestingly, traditional asset managers who have built meaningful 
alternatives businesses (assumed to be where >10% of AuM is in 
alternatives) as part of their strategy to enhance profitability, look 
worst in terms of operating margin (refer to Exhibit 28 ). 

While we do not suggest that firms stop pursuing faster-growth and 
higher-margin business segments, such as private markets, we 
believe that successfully evolving operating models with public and 
private businesses carries inherent complexity, particularly when 
built up through acquisition. Hence, we see some cases where such 
models have not delivered the desired growth or profitability 
improvements. This trend may be an idiosyncrasy of the specific firms 
covered in our analysis, as many traditional players that are pursuing 
the alternatives businesses face some of the biggest challenges with 
their legacy businesses. Nevertheless, it is still indicative of what we 
have witnessed in the market, as these combined models can be 
inhibited by several issues: 

1.  Increased operational complexity: Alternatives often 
encompass a wide range of investment strategies, with 
unique operational and reporting requirements, due dili-
gence processes, and risk management considerations, 
which tend to limit the ability to consolidate corporate and 
support functions (e.g., risk, legal, accounting). 

2.  Increased technology/systems costs: No single system 
handles both liquid and illiquid asset classes seamlessly, 
resulting in more disjointed technology stacks, increased 
data and vendor costs, more complex data environments, 
and typically a lot of end-user computing-based solutions 
(i.e., spreadsheets). 
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3.  Lack of cultural cohesion and dis
approach: Silos and fiefdoms tend 
different parts of the business, ma
standardization more difficult. The n
maintain multiple distribution organi
of traditional managers are often not
sell private market products) and e
efforts can increase complexity and 

Embarking on operational efficiency and c
vest in growth 

Asset managers will always be beholden to m
some extent; however, a key question for m
struct their operating model such that for a
operating margins remain as high and as
Therefore, it is not surprising to see many org
ambitious operational efficiency and cost pro
 BluePaper
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targets of 5-15%. Indeed, we contend that asset managers adopting 
more aggressive strategies can achieve cost savings of 20-40% by 
making difficult choices to trim their structural cost base, such as 
exiting underperforming markets and segments, and by embracing a 
“virtual” model, relying more on remote work and technology to 
power the business. While a key benefit is operational efficiency, 
these programs will also allow asset managers to reinvest some of 
the savings in growth areas, like building out private market capabili-
ties or investing in nascent technologies like Gen AI that have the 
potential to further boost efficiency and free up capacity to drive 
incremental revenue. 

As illustrated in Exhibit 29 , asset managers have four primary sets 
of “levers” they can pull to optimize their business to structurally 
increase operating margins and build greater resilience in their oper-
ating models. We provide estimates of the potential that each of 
these primary sets of levers can have in optimizing the respective 
cost base, based on our experience working with asset managers. 

jointed go-to-market 
to proliferate between 
king collaboration and 
eed (or preference) to 
zations (as sales teams 
 equipped to effectively 
ven distinct recruiting 
costs.

ost programs to rein-

arket performance to 
anagers is how to con-
ny level of the market, 
 resilient as possible. 
anizations announcing 
grams with cost saving 
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Exhibit 29: Four Primary Sets of “Levers” to
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Introduce client/service level tiering

Optimise real estate footprint e.g., su

Seniority adjustments/reduce overall 
those roles would typically command

Eliminate duplicative roles within divi

Eliminate hierarchy inefficiencies and
none/one)

Headcount reduction where activities
current/planned activities

Streamline front to back processes e.
departments/international businesse
services/client interactions

Exit underperforming business unit/c

Simplify legal entity structure e.g., clo
licensing fees

Increase internal end-user self-servic

Reassess employee location model e
shifting non-client facing roles to low
cost locations 

Notes: 1. Based on 37 publicly listed asset managers in Europe and No
levers within each bucket; based on project experience.
Source: Oliver Wyman
 BluePaper

 Drive Operational Efficiency and Decrease Costs

Overall cost1

(average, bps)

Tra
dl.25

Mix
ed30

PM

70

Mid and back officeInvestment and research

30 – 40%30 - 40%

Simplify/scale back underperforming 
products

Cut tail-end funds/share classes

b-let underutilised footprint, renegotiate new lease terms, closure of offices 

Review terms of existing managed 
capacity relationships and negotiate 
competitive terms

Optimise sourcing/utilities model and 
consolidate vendors where feasible

Rationalise data providers and review 
existing contracts; establish single source 
market, trade, client and reference data

cost per seat e.g., keeping roles in the organisation, but reducing the management level

Outsource non-critical services to 
capable providers and optimise resource 
model

Reassess employee location model e.g., 
shifting middle/back-office roles to 
lower locations 

sions or cross-divisions e.g., centralise trade execution, marketing, procurement, etc.

 increase spans of control e.g., merging teams, reducing micro-teams (Managers of 

/roles are no longer required, or where a function is overstaffed based on 

g., product and client onboarding, reporting (MI, client), handoffs between 
s, automation tools to enhance efficiency of teams to focus on value-add 

lient segment/region 

se or merge underutilised legal entities to reduce operational complexity, regulatory 

e e.g., tools, training, policy summaries, FAQs (‘Wiki’ tool)

Reduce discretionary roles e.g., PMO, 
change, business management

Rationalise IT applications e.g., 
consolidate to fewer applications and 
sun-set legacy applications

.g., 
er 

5 – 10%

5 – 10%

~5%

5 – 15%

Typical cost save range2

rth America. 2. Realized cost saves (excluding potential benefits from Gen A1), as percentage of respective costs, through application of a range of 
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Within these four sets, there are specific leve
can pull to achieve targeted operational 
improvements. Some of these are firmwide 
forming business units/products/regions), wh
to specific areas of the business (e.g., reduc
such as PMO, change, and business managem

Given the complexity of some asset managers
lever (e.g., spans and layers or nearshoring) is 
the full efficiency potential. In our experience
to use a wide set of levers to meet their effic
lever may be right for some functions, it may
Exhibit 30 , Exhibit 31 , and Exhibit 32 , we’ve
ings available to asset managers that can succ
tion of levers across the value chain. Note th
a view on where we believe the revolutionar
can further supercharge “traditional” levers, w
weighted more toward front-office activities
and the potential impacts of Gen AI on the in
in Section 4 . 
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rs that asset managers 
efficiencies and cost 

(e.g., exiting underper-
ile others are targeted 

ing discretionary roles, 
ent).

' organizations, a single 
rarely sufficient to reap 
, asset managers need 
iency goals. While one 
 not work for others. In 
 estimated the cost sav-
essfully pull a combina-
at we have also added 
y capabilities of Gen AI 
hich we believe will be 
. We discuss use cases 
dustry in greater detail 

Exhibit 30: Estimated Cost Savings: Sales and Client Service
Based on typical AM with ~$500BN AuM 
Bps of average AuM

56%

10%

14%

14%

7%

Today Traditional levers Gen AI boost

67%

7
%9%

11%
6%

Tomorrow
"Leading AMs"

3 - 4 (0.5 – 1.5)

+

2 - 3 +

-25-30%

Translation to cost 
saves is uncertain

Illustrative - Not to scale

+ Efficiency boost from Gen AI explored in Section 4

25 - 30% cost saves

Sub function Cost saves (%)

Sales 5 – 15

Sales support & client service 40 – 60

Marketing 40 – 60

Product development & mgmt. 30 - 50

Other (e.g., business dev.) 30 - 50

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Exhibit 31: Estimated Cost Savings: Invest
Based on typical AM with ~$500BN AuM
Bps of average AuM

69%

9%

9%

14%

Today Traditional levers Gen AI bo

6 - 10 (1 – 2)

+

-15-20%

Illustrative - Not to scale

Translation t
saves is unc

15 - 20% cost saves

+ Efficiency boost from Gen AI explored

Sub function

Portfolio mgmt.

Research analysis

Trading

Other (e.g., Admin, PMO)

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

It is a challenge to run an operational efficie
that results in sustainable change, as asset m
tively navigate the ship in business as usual (B
menting transformative change at the same 
the imperatives for a sustainable operational 
gram include:

Use top-down targets informed by benchm
Star for functions: Rapidly align on overal
meet it; affirm the areas you want to grow and
tive level buy-in.
 BluePaper

ment and Research

ost

75%

7%
8%

10%

Tomorrow
"Leading AMs"

5 - 8 +

o cost 
ertain

 in Section 4

Cost saves (%)

5 – 15

30 – 50

20 – 30

30 – 50

Exhibit 32: Estimated Cost Savings: Mid- and Back Office  
 Based on typical AM with ~$500BN AuM
Bps of average AuM

35%

29%

35%

Today Traditional levers Gen AI boost

38%

26%

36%

Tomorrow
"Leading AMs"

8 - 9 (2.5 – 3.5)

+

5 - 6 +

-30-40%

Illustrative - Not to scale

30 - 40% cost saves

+ Efficiency boost from Gen AI explored in Section 4

Sub function Cost saves (%)

Tech.

App. development 10 – 30

App. support & help desk 30 – 40

Network and Data 20 – 30

Other (e.g., PMO) 40 – 50

Ops.

Client onboarding 40 – 60

Trade, sett. & custody 30 – 50

Servicing and reporting 30 – 50

Other  (e.g., change) 40 – 50

Business 
mgmt./Sup
port

Risk & Compliance, Audit 10 – 20

Finance 20 – 30

Human Resources 20 – 30

Other (e.g., facilities) 40 – 50

Translation to cost 
saves is uncertain

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

ncy and cost program 
anagers look to effec-

AU) mode while imple-
time. In our experience, 
efficiency and cost pro-

arks to set the North 
l ambition and how to 
 invest in and get execu-

Use bottom-up detailing to verify top-down targets:Swiftly fill 
cost/investment targets with concrete ideas on how to get there; 
challenge management to ensure “no stone is unturned” and feel 
responsible for delivery.

Consider synergies across functions and avoid planning and exe-
cuting in silos: Use workshops to drive cross-function alignment on 
synergies (cost and investment) and align functions front-to-back on 
areas where you want to invest to grow and reflect these in the target 
operating model (TOM).
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Ensure the operating model works front-t
“clean slate”: Avoid merely shifting cost from
another and optimize processes front-to-bac
tegic goals.

Develop the right culture and behaviors wit
tion: Set the culture roadmap and plan for 
interventions where the transformation mi
communicate from the top the need for susta
vest in growth priorities.
 BluePaper
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o-back by designing it 
 one owner/location to 
k to support your stra-

h aligned communica-
culture and behavioral 
ght stall. Consistently 
inable cost-out to rein-

Embed the tools and mindset to manage for cost in BAU:Develop 
transparency across cost drivers, including warning indicators in 
BAU. Empower each management layer to challenge cost creep, even 
if revenues rapidly increase.

By addressing these challenges head-on, asset managers can steer 
their organizations toward enhanced efficiency and greater opera-
tional resiliency, freeing up resources to invest in the most attractive 
growth areas.
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3. Taking the Steer
Managers
The market downturn in 2022 revealed vuln
ating models across most wealth managers. W
always drive AuM and profitability, leading m
ters into their own hands by identifying attrac
This involves a strategic focus on capturing o
of net new money (NNM) to offset the adv
downturns. Concurrently, leading wealth ma
capabilities to enhance advisor productivity, e
italize on market upswings and effectively n
posed by downturns.

Leading wealth managers are transitioning fr
gers to proactive navigators in the industry’s g
performance will invariably drive financial re
capture a larger slice of NNM and empowe
effective will be the distinguishing factor of th
volatility and chart a course toward more sust
light two groups of initiatives that wealth m
tap into net new money:

Family Offices

3.2: ELEVATE CAPABILITIES TO CAPTURE A GREATE
OF NEW MONEY

Workplace Wealth

3.1: CRACK THE WM-CIB COLLABORATION ENIGMA
WITH KEY CLIENT SEGMENTS
 BluePaper

ing Wheel on Driving Growth: Wealth 

erabilities in the oper-
hile market cycles will 

anagers are taking mat-
tive sources of growth. 
r winning a larger share 
erse effects of market 
nagers are investing in 
nabling advisors to cap-
avigate the challenges 

om being mere passen-
rowth journey. Market 
sults, but the ability to 
r advisors to be more 
ose who rise above the 
ained growth. We high-
anagers can pursue to 

Entrepreneurs 
& Executives

R SHARE 

“Moneyball” for 
advisor growth

 TO WIN 

3.1. Crack the WM-CIB Collaboration Enigma 
to Win with Key Client Segments

Together, family offices (FO) and entrepreneurs & executives 
(E&Es) represent a revenue opportunity greater than $200 billion

As highlighted in Section 1  and last year's Morgan Stanley Oliver 
Wyman Blue Paper (link),   the affluent and low-HNW client segments 
(wealth ranging from $300,000 to $5 million) are expected to gen-
erate approximately $60 billion in new revenues and make up around 
60% of the total wealth management (WM) revenue pool by 2027. 

This remains an attractive opportunity for those that can tap into an 
existing large affluent client base, or that can win new clients at a low 
customer acquisition cost to service them profitability (e.g., through 
a retail banking feeder channel). Yet for several firms, the biggest 
opportunity sits at the other end of the wealth spectrum. This is 
especially appealing for wealth managers possessing a premium 
brand and access to robust corporate and investment banking (CIB) 
capabilities, as it opens substantial opportunities within the HNW 
and UHNW client segments. Among these segments, FOs and E&Es 
have historically presented great growth potential. However, these 
client segments have complex needs that span beyond WM to 
include CIB services. To comprehensively serve these clients and 
unlock the full potential of this opportunity, wealth managers must 
be able to offer a proposition that combines WM with CIB products. 
Together, the FO and E&E segments represent a revenue opportunity 
of more than $200 billion across traditional WM and sophisticated 
WM and CIB solutions ( Exhibit 33 ).

https://www.oliverwyman.com/our-expertise/insights/2022/jun/morgan-stanley-oliver-wyman-wealth-asset-management-report-2022.html
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Exhibit 33: Client Needs and Globa

Tra

Client segments

Individuals with
investable asse
no associated 
support/grow 

Needs

Traditional 
WM services

~$

Sophisticated WM 
solutions as well 
as CIB products

Not 

Total revenue pool ~$

Note: 1. * Traditional, Family Office, and E&E represent di
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis; 

On their own, pure play wealth managers will
traditional WM services to their clients, and 
tap into the corresponding revenue pools acr
ments (~$85 billion globally). Sophisticated W
CIB products require CIB capabilities, and th
only by either 1) wealth managers with CIB d
wealth managers that have partnerships wi
managers that have the necessary CIB capabil
tional ~$120 billion of revenues globally. 

FOs typically serve UHNW individuals or fam
objective of managing and growing family we
erations. These offices can be structured in
offer a range of services, including investm
planning, estate planning, philanthropy, and o
services. Globally, there are tens of thousand
has grown significantly in recent years as mo
to establish dedicated WM entities to manag
gate the increasingly complex investment lan
gest that, as of today, about $10 trillion 
managed via FOs.

FOs require customized investment soluti
investment needs, as well as access to exclusiv
nities. Additionally, they require sophisticat
port for trading and execution, lending, risk m
planning services. The revenue pool stemmin
ment is estimated to be around $20 billion; o
driven by traditional WM services, with the o
more sophisticated services. Wealth manage
prehensive suite of services to FOs will be we
a significant share of this revenue opportuni
 BluePaper
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l Revenue Pools by Segment1 

ditional Family Offices Entrepreneurs & Executives

 >$300K in 
ts; generally with 

business to 

Handles investment and wealth 
mgmt. for a wealthy family 
(usually with >$100MM in 
investable assets)

Entrepreneurs and business 
owners who need support with 
business growth and 
expansion considerations 

Total 
revenue pool

300 BN <$10 BN ~$75 BN ~$385 BN

applicable ~$10 BN ~$110 BN ~$120 BN

300 BN ~$20 BN ~$185 BN ~$500 BN

stinct client segments

 be limited to providing 
consequently can only 
oss the two client seg-
M solutions as well as 

erefore can be served 
ivisions in-house or 2) 

th CIB houses. Wealth 
ities can access an addi-

ilies, with the primary 
alth over multiple gen-
 a variety of ways and 
ent management, tax 
ther financial advisory 

s of FOs, a number that 
re UHNW families seek 
e their assets and navi-
dscape. Estimates sug-
in financial assets are 

ons for their complex 
e investment opportu-

ed prime services sup-
anagement, and estate 
g from this client seg-

f that, less than 50% is 
ther half coming from 

rs who can offer a com-
ll positioned to capture 
ty.

Half of HNW individuals globally are entrepreneurs and business 
owners, presenting a sizable client segment where personal and busi-
ness financial needs are often interlinked. This client segment is 
highly diverse, with various subsegments that have unique financial 
needs, depending on the life stage and growth trajectory of the 
entrepreneur and company. For instance, entrepreneurs of hyper-
growth companies in the tech or healthcare space have a higher 
demand for corporate finance services, as well as financing solutions 
for themselves and their companies to fuel continued growth. 
Owners of more established businesses have a focus on different 
needs and typically require services to support the operation of their 
business, such as cash flow financing, payments, and cash manage-
ment. There are many more nuances and subsegments within this 
broader segment, all requiring a mix of WM and CIB capabilities.

Exhibit 34: Deep Dive on Client Needs by Segment

Corporate finance

Sophisticated 
wealth 
management 
solutions as well 
as CIB products

Sophisticated 
investment services

Customized lending

Corporate banking

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

T
ra

d
it

io
n

al

Fa
m

il
y 

O
ff

ic
es

E
n

tr
ep

re
n

eu
rs

 
&

E
xe

cu
ti

ve
s

Needs

Traditional wealth 
management 
services

E.g., investment advice, 
products, Lombard lending, etc.

✓ ✓ ✓

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Successful collaboration across WM and CI
these segments 

To fully capitalize on the potential of the F
wealth managers must establish successful c
porate and investment banks. This can be ach
part of larger banking institutions or thro
external entities in the case of pure-play wea

While larger financial institutions with in-ho
sions have a natural advantage to establish 
we have seen successful partnerships being e
wealth managers with CIB firms. The latter h
cessful when the strategy is focused on spe
kets and local reach is combined with glob
players that pursue the partnership route will
potential revenues due to the need to share r
ners.

Leading players have realized up to 10-15% of C
of net new WM AuM resulting from success
tions focused on these segments.

The intersection of WM and CIB presents a r
gies and opportunities. CIB capabilities can no
penetration of existing WM clients but are als
franchise targeting FO and E&E clients.

To enable coverage of these client segment
combines best-in-class corporate banking an
is crucial. Financing options, including acc
lending and more sophisticated lending (suc
equity warrant embedded with unconventio
shares of non-listed companies) are also key
the provision of linkages/relationships to pote
financial sponsors, is important.

Over time, collaboration approaches have evo
laborations were focused on wealth mana
flows through their CIB divisions. This shifted
collaborations and is now progressing to m
capability and coverage team setups. Some 
the next frontier, consisting of leveraging an
nology and capabilities with WM clients as t
address more sophisticated lending, reporting
client needs.
 BluePaper

B are key to success in 

O and E&E segments, 
ollaborations with cor-
ieved either in-house as 
ugh partnerships with 
lth managers. 

use WM and CIB divi-
proper collaborations, 
stablished by pure-play 
as been especially suc-
cific geographical mar-
al expertise. However, 
 never capture 100% of 
evenue with their part-

IB revenues and >20% 
ful WM-CIB collabora-

ange of revenue syner-
t only help increase the 
o essential for any WM 

s, a product range that 
d investment products 
ess to corporate/SME 
h as pre-IPO debt with 
nal collateral such as 

 enablers. Additionally, 
ntial investors, such as 

lved. Initially, most col-
gers routing all client 
 toward product-based 
ore jointly integrated 

leaders are rolling out 
d monetizing CIB tech-
he natural evolution to 
, and risk management 

Leaders have set up integrated capability and coverage teams

Leading financial services firms have recognized the importance of 
serving sophisticated client segments, such as FO and E&E, and have 
invested significantly in organizational initiatives to bring together 
complementary groups across WM and CIB.

Ad hoc–driven collaboration models have not proven to be an effec-
tive way to capitalize on the opportunities presented by these client 
segments. Instead, leading firms have found that joint capability and 
coverage teams that holistically address client needs are the most 
effective approach. While formalized referral models and embedded 
coverage models still prevail in the majority of financial services 
firms with WM and CIB divisions, these models do not provide the 
same level of effectiveness as joint capability and coverage teams.

By bringing together experts from both WM and CIB, joint capability 
and coverage teams are able to provide a more comprehensive and 
tailored approach to serving the needs of FO and E&E segments. This 
approach has proven to be more effective than traditional referral 
models, which may not fully address the complex needs of these 
sophisticated client segments. Joint capability and coverage teams 
also overcome the common challenge of mistrust between WM and 
CIB teams rooted in the fear of damaging client relationships and 
ineffective individual incentives (e.g., individual allocation of shared 
revenues may be indirect, unclear, or too small, reducing the overall 
incentive).

Many firms that have the necessary capabilities to serve the needs of 
these client segments face a significant obstacle to success: 
onboarding processes. In most banks, clients must be onboarded in 
both the WM and CIB divisions to access the full range of capabilities. 
However, the necessary CIB onboarding processes are often cumber-
some and not tailored to these client segments, resulting in 
onboarding processes that can take longer than 90 days. To address 
this issue, leaders have established joint WM-CIB onboarding pro-
cesses that are rigorous and more tailored to these client segments. 
Effective governance, including the requirement for a single decision-
maker accountable for outcomes, is a critical driver of success. 
Additionally, clear revenue booking logics across the WM and CIB 
divisions that are fair and provide the necessary incentives for both 
divisions are essential.
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Exhibit 35: Strategic Direction of Collabora

Indepen

Strategy

• Some players are div
back WM or CIB bus
Geos or Segments

• Other “monolines” ch
stand-alone

Objectives

• Cultivate brand of in
advisory, marketing 
to clients

• Use lack of cross-se
when recruiting bank
rolodex private)

Source: Oliver Wyman

3.2. Elevate Capabilities to Cap

Workplace Wealth

The workplace can unlock a $35-50 trillio
for wealth managers with a comprehensiv
vices capabilities.

The modern workplace, where a substantial p
viduals dedicate the majority of their waking h
cant opportunity for the WM industry. The rat
establishing relationships with employers, 
enjoy “early access” to a gold mine of potent

Exhibit 36: Workplace Wealth and Assets H

Workplace 
financial wealth

$20-25TN

Financial wealth 
held-away

$15-25TN+ =

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Workplace wealth is frequently associated wi
on defined benefit (DB) or defined contribu
plans are vast ($21 trillion and $16 trillion, 
globally), highly competitive, and grow
Recordkeeping these assets, and the associa
the flagship offering of firms in this segmen
 BluePaper
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tion 

dent Collaboration Integration

esting or scaling 
inesses in specific 

oosing to remain 

• Most firms are pursuing structured 
collaboration to cross-sell existing 
clients, via referral models

• Advanced players are investing 
significantly in organizational 
initiatives to bring together 
complementary groups across CIB 
and WM

dependent 
this actively 

ll as an advantage 
ers (i.e., keep 

• Incrementally grow share of existing 
client wallet and net new business 
through better cross-sell between CIB 
and WM

• Optimize within existing footprints

• Service new client segments by 
fundamentally changing 
product offering

• Improve client service by aggregating 
existing capabilities under a single 
go-to-market approach

ture a Greater Share of New Money

n wealth opportunity 
e set of financial ser-

ortion of affluent indi-
ours, presents a signifi-
ionale is compelling: By 
wealth managers can 
ial retail clients.

eld Away 

$35-50TN

Total 
opportunity

th wealth accumulated 
tion (DC) plans. These 
respectively, in wealth 
ing at single digits. 
ted rollovers, has been 
t. Besides this flagship 

offering, we see promising opportunities for wealth managers, 
including two major ones: financial advice on DC plans and stock-
based compensation recordkeeping. Additionally, there are two 
complementary opportunities in executive financial counseling and 
private stock liquidity. As mentioned, these opportunities provide 
not only access to wealth accumulated in the workplace but the 
potential to win the whole client relationship with assets held away, 
totaling a $35-50 trillion opportunity for wealth managers.

Financial advice for DC plans: Given the vast amount of assets man-
aged at DC globally ($16 trillion) the opportunity to deliver financial 
advice is very large. We see a set of models suitable for this segment, 
from digital advisory models to serve mass and mass-affluent clients, 
which can generate $12-18 billion in annual revenue, to hybrid and 
full-service offerings for affluent or wealthier clients, which can bring 
$60-80 billion in annual revenue. In the UK, we observe firms 
addressing this need with a financial wellness proposition, which 
enables wealth conversations with employees via seminars and edu-
cation. In the US, tech-enabled players have started to partner with 
recordkeepers to serve this market, but a minority of DC accounts are 
managed. Once an advisory relationship is established, wealth man-
agers can aim to also advise on assets held away of the DC plan, which 
we estimate at $15-25 trillion globally, on top of the $16 trillion in DC 
assets. In continental Europe, DC recordkeepers are uniquely posi-
tioned to offer financial advice on DC assets and manage wealth held 
away from participants at attractive price points, potentially threat-
ening traditional wealth managers.
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Stock-based compensation: Recordkeeping
pensation allows firms to be aware of stock g
which can generate a substantial number of
retail wealth arm. We estimate $2-3 trillion in
public firms, and $4-5 trillion at private firm
flows of around $500 billion. Leading wealth
to retain 20-40% of the stock being liquidated
ture wealth held away, competing for the $1
tioned above. As with DC recordkeeping, st
provide a sizable position and a center of
wealth managers can build their workplace o

Executive financial counselling: Wealth man
relationships (e.g., corporate banking, invest
be in an ideal position to advise an organizat
These individuals present a complex financia
mensional compensation, public exposure, le
the firm’s stock), so wealth mangers with com
should be well positioned to serve this se
global addressable market of $200-300 billio
the US, we estimate $120-140 billion in financ
in annual revenue.

Private stock liquidity: Private firms looki
talent are increasingly using solutions to liqu
stock. In the US, we estimate approximately
volume and revenues of $2 billion from 2019
vice is perceived as differentiating, large weal
tutional relationships and investment bank
carefully consider this opportunity.

"Moneyball" for Advisor Grow

Embedding advanced data and analytics int
(i.e., “Moneyball” for advisor growth) repr
of up to $600 billion in client assets over fiv
opportunity of $3-5 billion.

Thousands of advisors switch jobs each year
ents with them. In the US specifically, we
30,000 advisor moves per year (around 10% o
translating to an estimated $2-3 trillion in c
Wealth managers adopting a strategic, da
advisor recruiting can enhance the likelihood
assets in motion. We have dubbed this the “
growth.
 BluePaper

 of stock-based com-
rants and liquidations, 
 qualified leads to the 
 stock-based wealth at 
s globally, with annual 
 managers should aim 
, but also strive to cap-

5-25 trillion pool men-
ock recordkeeping can 
 gravity around which 
ffering.

agers with institutional 
ment banking) should 
ion’s senior executives. 
l picture (e.g., multi-di-
gal restrictions to trade 
prehensive capabilities 
gment. We estimate a 
n in financial wealth. In 

ial wealth and $2 billion 

ng to attract or retain 
idate employee-owned 
 $60 billion in liquidity 
 to 2022. Since this ser-
th managers with insti-
ing capabilities should 

th

o advisor recruitment 
esents an opportunity 
e years and a revenue 

, often taking their cli-
 observed 25,000 to 
f the US advisor force), 
lient assets in motion. 
ta-driven approach to 
 of success at capturing 
moneyball” for advisor 

We have identified three key levers that can help wealth managers 
build a competitive advantage by using data and analytics to super-
charge recruiting efforts:

•  Establish the right ambition by using the right bench-
marking data

•  Prioritize the right advisors by analyzing advisor-in-motion 
cohorts and track record of success

•  Focus on the right markets by understanding advisors-in-
motion volumes and relative recruiting strengths by wealth 
market

Wealth managers applying these principles can reap significant bene-
fits anywhere in the world. We estimate that a large wealth manager 
(i.e., with more than 6,000 advisors) that adopts the moneyball 
methodology has the potential to capture an extra ~$600 billion in 
client assets over five years. For medium-sized firms (3,000-6,000 
advisors), size may become a limiting factor, but we estimate a ~$300 
billion opportunity in five years. Some markets, like the US, enjoy 
better data availability, which makes this analysis more actionable. 
For firms in markets with less readily available information, a larger 
effort to produce comparable data or find suitable proxies should be 
considered given the potential upside. Wealth managers who choose 
not to actively participate in advisor recruitment require additional 
tools and strategies to attract net new money relative to their peers. 
Regardless of appetite for recruitment, advisor retention remains an 
important consideration for wealth managers in order to grow sus-
tainably.

Exhibit 37: "Moneyball" for Advisor Growth 

Prioritize the right 
advisor cohorts

Establish the 
right ambition

Focus on the right 
markets

ELEVATE YOUR ADVISOR RECRUITING WITH THE 
POWER OF DATA AND ANALYTICS

Additional ~$600BN AuM 
opportunity in a five-year period

Note: Based on a large-sized wealth manager (i.e., with more than 6k advisors):
Source: Oliver Wyman Epiphany Wealth model
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Establishing the right ambition: By regularly
wealth managers can right-size their recruitm
down metrics to assess performance. For exa
trates the average churn, acquisition, and n
sample of US distribution channels. With 
national broker-dealer (BD) satisfied with m
formance would be content with net advisor 
However, a more ambitious practice striving t
peer group would need to target a rate well
Leading firms should leverage data and analyt
tions relative to their peer set. 

Exhibit 38: Average Hiring and Churn Rat
Select US Channels
2018-22, US only 

4%

8%

12%

11%

12%

17%

17%

National 
broker-dealers

Independent 
broker-dealers

Registered 
investment advisors

Industry 
average

Churn rate1 Hiring rate2

Notes: 1. Calculated as average Lost advisors / prior period advisors (
average new advisors hired / prior period advisors (2018-2022). 
 Source: Oliver Wyman Epiphany Wealth model 

Prioritize the right advisor cohorts: Looking
advisor cohort versus the advisor-in-motion m
better strategic decisions about which adviso
For example, Exhibit 39  shows that US natio
over-sampling in recruiting advisors with les t
ence — ~50% of advisors recruited from 2018
five years of experience, whereas this experie
only ~30% of industry advisors-in-motion du
under-sampling advisors with 10 or more year
ficial in the long-run as it creates a valuable 
short-run this may lead to a decrease in asset
petitors are pulling in longer-tenured adviso
business. Additionally, wealthy clients and p
sors with more experience, potentially maki
for firms  skewing toward younger advisors to
 BluePaper
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 reviewing market data, 
ent targets and set top-
mple, Exhibit 38  illus-
et growth rates for a 
access to this data, a 
aintaining average per-
growth of 8% per year. 
o be the best among its 
 into the double digits. 
ics to gauge their ambi-

e of Advisors Across 

22%

Net 

Growth3

+8%

+9%

+10%

+6%

2018-2022). 2. Calculated as 

clients. In contrast, independent broker-dealers are sampling a 
greater share of advisors with more than 20 years of experience 
given the observed trend of experienced advisors joining the inde-
pendent channel. By analyzing recruiting outcomes by advisor cohort 
versus advisor-in-motion cohorts, wealth managers can ensure their 
advisor force is aligned with business priorities and target client seg-
ments.

Exhibit 39: Advisor Hiring Mix by Years of Experience Across 
Select US Channels
2018-22, US only 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

0-2 years

2-5 years

5-10 years

10-20 years

20+ years

National
broker-dealers

Registered
investment advisors

Independent
broker-dealers

Direct / D2C

Industry

Note: "Industry" represents overall number of advisors-in-motion from 2018-2022 grouped by advisor 
experience cohort. Figures for different channels represent aggregated view of channel hiring results for 
the same period grouped by advisor experience cohort.
Source: Oliver Wyman Epiphany Wealth model

Focus on the right markets: Wealth managers should consider mar-
kets with high volumes of advisors-in-motion and where they have a 
relative strength versus competing channels. As an example, the top 
25 US wealth markets account for around 60% of advisors-in-mo-
tion, while the top 50 account for approximately 80%. Firms looking 
to edge competitors for growth should focus their efforts on these 
markets. In addition, relative strength is an important dimension to 
consider, as Exhibit 40   shows. While a firm’s ability to hire is corre-
lated with its absolute size, there are relative spikes in certain US mar-
kets for particular types of players. For example, US wirehouses 
dominate traditional wealth markets like New York and Miami, where 
they benefit from an established presence and have captured 33% 
and 35%, respectively, of advisors-in-motion in the 2018-22 period. 
Registered investment advisors (RIAs), who are looking to strike a 
balance between markets where wealth is being created and level of 
competition, show relative spikes in emerging wealth markets like 
Dallas and Denver, where they are dominant given their local 
strength. 

 at recruiting results by 
ix can help firms make 
r cohorts to prioritize. 
nal broker-dealers are 

han five years of experi-
 to 2022 have less than 
nce cohort constituted 
ring this period — and 
s. While perhaps bene-
advisor pipeline, in the 
 share over time if com-
rs with larger books of 
rospects demand advi-
ng it more challenging 
 attract or retain these 
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Exhibit 40: Share of Advisors-in-Motion Hir
Select US Markets
2018-22, US only 

0%-5%5%-15%15%-25%>25%

New 
York

Miami Dallas Ph

Wirehouses 33% 35% 18% 2

Independent 
broker-dealers

9% 6% 7% 1

Registered 
investment 
advisors

20% 21% 36% 2

National 
broker-dealers

3% 5% 6%

Insurance 
broker-dealers

16% 11% 18% 2

Bank 
broker-dealers

10% 9% 8%

Direct / D2C 4% 4% 3%

Others 5% 9% 4%

Source: Oliver Wyman Epiphany Wealth model

Buying the book of business is an attractive
recruitment, especially for US firms.

An equally interesting option instead of direc
buying the book of business. In the next de
opportunity at $10-20 trillion in financial 
translates to a $70-150 billion revenue oppo
 BluePaper

ed by Channel Across 

oenix Denver Phila.

2% 13% 20%

2% 11% 11%

2% 28% 25%

8% 6% 5%

0% 21% 22%

5% 7% 10%

5% 11% 3%

5% 4% 4%

 alternative to advisor 

t advisor recruitment is 
cade, we estimate this 
assets globally, which 
rtunity. 

So, how should firms approach this “market” and be successful? As 
with advisor recruiting, building a specialized, data-driven capability 
with depth of expertise in this type of transaction can set firms apart. 
This capability can help wealth managers in several fronts:

1.  Identify advisors at the brink of a sale: In the US alone, 
there are 80,000 advisors with 25+ years of advisory experi-
ence, half of them concentrated in the top 15 wealth markets. 
Getting in conversations with these advisors early can prove 
to be an advantage for wealth managers.

2.  Find the “best next owner” of the book: Advisors value con-
tinuity for their clients, and finding the right candidate to 
acquire the book is important. Firms can use data to charac-
terize books from retiring advisors around key dimensions, 
like client focus (e.g., HNW, UHNW), advice needs (e.g., retire-
ment, intergenerational wealth), or investment focus (e.g., 
equities, fixed income, alternatives). An AI-driven algorithm 
can find the next best owner — advisors with similar book 
characteristics and advice profile. This “market-making” 
activity can be an important way to acquire or retain assets 
within firms.

3.  Finance the transaction: Wealth managers can lend to the 
advisor buying the book from the retiring advisor. Acquiring 
books of business generally comes with a multiple; in the US, 
this multiple is typically 1-2 times the last 12 months of rev-
enue, with large books focused on HNW and UHNW clients 
carrying a multiple of 3-4. Assuming a multiple of 2, the US 
lending opportunity stands at $140 billion in lending bal-
ances, or a revenue opportunity of $3-4 billion.

4.  Coinvest: For wealth managers, retaining clients and advi-
sors is essential. Coinvesting with the advisor inheriting the 
book can help firms impose conditions on the future of the 
clients being acquired, such as lower advisor compensation, 
commitment to stay in the firm for a certain period, or 
inability to take clients if advisor chooses to leave.
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4. The Gen AI Revo
and Wealth Manag
4.1. The Gen AI Revolution

AI is loosely defined as a field 

otherwise requiring human inte

natural language processing (N

therapist; to random forest mo

models (LLMs) like GPT-4, whi

and generate sophisticated res

There are two common types of AI: discriminativ

typical applications focused on predictive analyt
new class of powerful models such as LLMs, is r

What is AI?

Training

Outputs

Discrim
– the 

Learns by understanding rules an
that differentiate things so as to
classify new ones.

Supervised ML: Requires the use
each input is associated with a c
humans (domain experts).

Classification or prediction of ne

Common AI terms

Artificial Intelligence (AI): The capability of m
intelligence.

Machine Learning (ML): A subset of AI where
explicitly programmed for every task. 

Deep learning: A subset of ML inspired by th

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs): Computa
deep learning.

Algorithm: Step-by-step procedures or formu

Natural Language Processing (NLP): A branc
to understand and generate human language

Large Language Models (LLMs): AI models, t
human-like text based on the input they recei

Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT): A
trained on vast amounts of data before being
 BluePaper
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lution and What It Means for Asset 
ers

of computing dedicated to building machines, or models, that have the ability to solve probl ems

lligence. There are several types of AI cutting across a rich history of evolution, from simpli stic 

LP) models developed in the 1960s like ELIZA, which aimed to simulate simple conversations with a 

dels that can predict the next best actions for sales; to the most recent cutting -edge large language 

ch can process up to 25,000 words in a few seconds, understanding the specific nuances of language,

ponses. 

e and generative. Discriminative AI has been deployed in asset and wealth management for years, with 

ics that can support use cases like “next best action.” In contrast, generat ive AI, which is enabled by a 

elatively new and is just beginning to be implemented within the industry.

inative AI 
detective

Generative AI 
– the artist

d identifying the boundaries 
use the boundaries to 

Learns by understanding patterns so as to use those patterns 
to create new and unique things that resemble those seen before.

 of manually labelled data where 
orrect output; labelling is done by 

Un- or semi-supervised ML: Trained on unlabelled data. Does not 
require humans to do manual labelling, the model self-learns 
patterns in data.

xt outcome. Novel content generation in a variety of mediums
(text, data, image, code, etc.).

achines to imitate intelligent human behavior or to perform tasks that typically require human 

 machines learn from data, allowing them to improve their performance over time without being 

e structure and function of the brain, specifically neural networks with many layers.

tional models inspired by the human brain's network of neurons. They are foundational to 

las for solving problems. In AI, algorithms determine how models learn and make decisions.

h of AI that focuses on the interaction between computers and human language, enabling machines 
.

ypically based on deep learning, that are trained on massive amounts of text data and can generate 
ve.

 specific type of large language model that uses transformer architecture. "Pre-trained" means it's 
 fine-tuned for specific tasks.
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If asked to describe their experience with Gen
likely cite OpenAI’s ChatGPT, the widely
chatbot released in 2022. Accumulating over 
two months, it was one of the fastest-growing
in history.8 ,9  AI has been around for 60 years
time? Does Gen AI have the power to truly tr
society?

We believe that answer is a resounding “Yes

The view that Gen AI has the power to fundam
world is widely shared, with many hailin
ChatGPT an "iPhone moment." In a recent bl
President of Microsoft Brad Smith wrote: 

“Looking back at the history of our indust
years stand out.… [I]nternet usage explode
of the browser in 1995 and smartphone g
2007 with the launch of the iPhone. It’s now
mark a critical inflection point for artificia
opportunities for people are huge.”10

While Gen AI builds on existing machine learn
pinning natural language processing (NLP) m
eration large language models (LLMs) repres
terms of capabilities. This “tipping point” has

1.  Higher degree of accuracy (than pr
NLP): Perhaps the most astounding
ability to understand nuances of hum
erate content that is relevant and mor
OpenAI’s latest version, GPT-4, dem
intelligence when tested on a rang
example, GPT 3.5 scored in the 10th
exam; just a year later, GPT-4 is able t
centile.11  According to Bridgewater
Jensen, when tested on Bridg
investment analyst exams, GPT-4 w

8      ChatGPT was not used in the writing of any of this rep
AI Definitions” in the box note. The specific prompt used
for the following terms that are suitable for someone 
artificial intelligence field: artificial intelligence, mach
artificial neural networks, algorithms, natural language
models, generative pre-trained transformed models.”

9    Source: UBS

10        Source: Microsoft Blog, Feb. 2, 2023

11  Source: OpenAI 
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ry, certain watershed 
d with the popularity 
rowth accelerated in 
 likely that 2023 will 

l intelligence.… [T]he 

ing technologies under-
odels, the current gen-
ent a “tipping point” in 
 three key aspects:

evious generations of 
 progression is LLMs’ 
an language and gen-

e accurate than before. 
onstrates human-level 
e of benchmarks. For 
 percentile on the bar 

o score in the 90th per-
 Associates CIO Greg 
ewater’s entry-level 

as able to score in the 

ort apart from the “Common 
 was: “Write short definitions 
with basic knowledge of the 
ine learning, deep learning, 
 processing, large language 

80th percentile, significantly better than GPT-3.5.12  Imagine 
the transformative power of having a technology that can, in 
a matter of seconds, produce domain-specific, accurate 
answers and insights that would otherwise take an entire 
group of highly trained (and paid) investment professionals 
to develop.

2.  Generality of application: There is a broad range of applica-
tions of Gen AI, spanning industries, business functions, and 
capabilities. The power of AI models can be harnessed to 
write code for developers, draft articles and create images 
for marketing, summarize documents or search for informa-
tion on the internet for analysts, and even provide psycho-
logical counselling to employees, among many other use 
cases of the technology. As a leading asset manager put it:

“Gen AI benefits everyone from deal teams to engineers. If 
we can make our engineers 15-20% more efficient, we can 
deliver more value back to the business. For the deal 
teams, if we can use language models to look through 
datasets, it results in more deals and higher quality deals 
getting done.”

— Private discussions with manager 

3. Better accessibility and ease of use: One of the most signifi-
cant attributes of Gen AI applications built on LLMs, particu-
larly chatbots such as ChatGPT and Google’s Bard, is their 
high degree of accessibility and user-friendly interfaces. No 
technical background or domain-specific expertise is 
required to productively use the tools, allowing for wide-
spread adoption. As some have put it, “The hottest new pro-
gramming language is English.”13

This is not an evolution, but a revolution. 

And it is a revolution that is well under way. Gen AI will fundamen-
tally transform how we live and work. It is certainly the case for asset 
and wealth management, where leading firms have already started 
deploying and extracting tangible benefits from Gen AI across a 
broad array of use cases, investing in the necessary infrastructure 
and talent to extract maximum value. Those still stuck in planning 
phases are already being left behind — the time to implement is now.

12   Source: Bloomberg Radio, Jun. 30, 2023 

13 Attributed to Andrej Karpathy, research scientist, founding member of OpenAI, and 
former Senior Director of AI at Tesla.

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2023/02/02/responsible-ai-chatgpt-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.bridgewater.com/in-the-news/co-cio-greg-jensen-on-ai-our-outlook-and-optimistic-pricing
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4.2. Key Use Cases that Asset 
Place Bets 

Gen AI has rapidly transitioned from the realm
to practical testing and deployment in a bro
including asset and wealth management. Th
research, and first-hand conversations with
and wealth managers globally, we have de
view of how managers are deploying Gen AI in
and their vision for tomorrow. 

Among the firms that have successfully depl
focus has been almost exclusively on driving
the activity chain. Use cases that aim to direct
streams or drive alpha through Gen AI are les
is important to note that efficiency gains free
that can be reallocated to higher-value activit
generating activities, enable better investmen
client engagement and experience. Important
utilizing Gen AI to replace resources. Rather, t
used more as a copilot or a tool that enhanc
often by shifting the balance of activities away
thesizing to reviewing and validating output

“In the short term, benefits of Gen AI are con
gains. Large Language Models are good for l
… and can help gain speed on internal proce
RFPs, essentially anything around researc
summarization. As we move to the future,
more revenue opportunities…. Alpha poten
unclear.”

— Private discussions with manager 

In determining how Gen AI can be used acros
management value chains, it is first helpful t
types of capabilities that it provides. These ca
five core capabilities:
 BluePaper
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and Wealth Managers Are Experimenting with, and Where to 
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rough our experience, 

 over 20 leading asset 
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 their businesses today 
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 efficiency gains across 
ly expand new revenue 
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 up time and resources 
ies to support revenue-
t decisions, or improve 
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he technology has been 
es human capabilities, 
 from creating and syn-

s.

centrated in efficiency 
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 I think there could be 
tial from Gen AI is still 
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o classify the different 
n be broken down into 

Exhibit 41: Core Capabilities Gen AI Enables

Searching for 
information

Research and extract 
relevant information 
from multiple 
sources, democratize 
access to 
information

Responding to and 
interacting with humans

Provide human-like answers 
to inquiries or prompts, 
and interact with humans

Creating and 
customizing 
new content

Generate new and 
customized content 

in multiple mediums, 
e.g., text, data, 
code, based on 
patterns learnt

Interpreting information 
and learning patterns

Understand patterns underlying 
natural-language based information, 

beyond numeric data

Summarizing and 
organizing information

Organize large amount of 
information in desired format, 

and summarize key insights

Generative

AI

Source: Oliver Wyman

In theory, these capabilities could support an infinite number of use 
cases. Indeed, firms have compiled hundreds of ideas involving these 
core capabilities. However, deploying it indiscriminately, without 
fully understanding how well suited (Suitability) a given capability 
is for addressing a specific business problem or how feasible 
(Feasibility) the implementation is, can waste valuable resources 
and drive disappointing returns on investment (ROIs). While experi-
mentation in such a nascent field needs to be encouraged, it cannot 
be indiscriminate “tinkering.” The leaders that have successfully 
deployed Gen AI solutions, and have a strong pipeline of promising 
applications, have adopted a systematic approach to carefully char-
acterizing and prioritizing how Gen AI capabilities can be best utilized. 
Exhibit 42  shows an example of a Gen AI Use Case Assessment 
Framework that can help prioritize Gen AI investment and implemen-
tation efforts. Particularly important in assessing potential use cases 
is understanding the first dimension around “Gen AI Fit.” Gen AI is not 
the ideal solution for all problems; there are specific conditions 
where Gen AI capabilities have the highest “fit” potential.
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Exhibit 42: Gen AI Use Case Assessment F
Not Exhaustive)

Gen AI Use Case Assessment Fra

Cat. Dimension Consideration

S
u
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Gen AI “fit”

Impact 
potential

Technology 
advantage

Ethical and 
regulatory 
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y
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and synthesize

Need to generate moderately cus
or creative content
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Potential impact on productivity,
revenue, or other business objec
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compliance

Cost of implementation, includin
hardware, software, people, etc.

Internal availability of necessary
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Complexity of integrating Gen AI
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of business need
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to mitigate within tolerance 

Source: Oliver Wyman
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In the sections below, we explore a range of Gen AI use cases for asset 
and wealth managers that score highly on the “fit” dimension. Many 
of these are being implemented today by leading firms; others repre-
sent more of a look at future interesting possibilities.
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Gen AI Use Cases in Asset Man

Gen AI technology can be applied across the a
in the space, we have identified 25 key use c

Exhibit 43: Gen AI Use Cases Across Asse

Sales & Client service

1. Sales & Fund 
Raising

2. 
Marketing

3. Client 
servicing

1.A
Hyper-
personalization 
of customer 
journey with 
tailored 
communica-
tions

3.A   
Interpretation 
of inquiries, 
matching with 
similar 
questions from 
knowledge-
base, and 
responding in 
customized 
way1.B              

Drafting of 
customized 
insights about 
clients and 
talking points 
for sales

1.C              
Drafting of 
customized 
pitch or RFP 
response 
documents

2.A          
Drafting of 
customized 
marketing 
materials and 
scripts 
targeted to 
multiple 
segments or 
channels

3.B              
Drafting of 
customized 
periodic 
investor 
reports

2.B           
Synthesis of 
market 
feedback and 
customer 
behavior data 
to generate 
marketing 
campaign 
ideas and 
plans

Interpreting information a

Summarizing and organiz

5 core capabilities 
Gen AI enables

Source: Oliver Wyman

Each one of these use cases has the potentia
Gen AI. But not all use cases will have the sa
estimated the relative impact and implement
44 .
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agement 

sset management activity chain. Based on our conversations and engagement with early movers 
ases where we see Gen AI having a high “fit.”

t Management Value Chain (Not Exhaustive)

8. Risk, 
Legal & 

Compliance

9. IT & 
Operations

4. Product 
development

5. Portfolio 
Management

6. Research

Investment & Research Mid & Back office

4.B         
Brainstorming 
of new 
product/solutio
n ideas, tailored 
to client needs 

6.A              
Synthesis of 
research and 
extraction of 
data from 
multiple 
sources, 
including data 
room

4.C              
Drafting of 
business plan 
incorporating 
data from 
multiple sources 
for committee 
approval

4.A                
Summary and 
comparison of 
market 
intelligence, 
including trends, 
competitor 
offerings

5.A                
Scraping and 
transforming 
large amount of 
information from 
news or reports 
to predict market 
movements or 
risk of securities 

5.B               
Generation of 
market or risk 
scenarios and 
synthetic 
historical and 
predicted data for 
backtesting

5.C                   
Proposal of new 
investment ideas 
and selecting 
relevant 
securities from a 
defined universe

7.A            
Substantiation
of trading 
wheel rules 
by 
incorporating 
market 
information 
real-time

6.B                    
Drafting of 
market 
commentaries 
and outlooks

6.C                  
Drafting of 
investment 
committee 
documents

Product

9.B                        
On-demand 
customized 
reporting of 
financials, 
operational and 
tech incidents, 
KPIs, and more

9.A                        
Code generation 
and debugging

9.C                        
Paperwork/form 
assistant that 
pre-populate 
data, suggest 
complete 
version

8.B                
Drafting of risk 
and 
performance 
reports

8.A                  
Searching and 
summary of 
legal and 
compliance 
documents

7. Trading

8.C                     
Augmented 
security 
master 
updates

7.B            
Intelligent 
hedging and 
unwinding

7.C            
Proposal of 
trade 
optimization 
strategy by 
synthesizing 
counterparty 
price 
elasticity 
information

nd learning patterns Responding to and interacting with humans

ing information Creating and customizing new content

Searching for information

l to drive significant positive impacts through exploiting one or more of the core capabilities of 
me level of impact, and the timeframe over which they might be implemented varies. We have 
ation timeline for each use case from a broad industry perspective, which we highlight in Exhibit 
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Exhibit 44: Gen AI Use Cases by Impact Po

High impact

Medium 
impact

Low impact

Immediate term
(Where Asset Managers hav

deploying)

3A

5B

6A

9A

8C

Source: Oliver Wyman

While it is still extremely early days in the adop
gains based on a triangulation of interviews, i
lying processes. We think nine use cases mer
in the industry. The relatively more advance
gains/cost reductions that organizations are
 BluePaper

tential vs. Timeline of Implementation

e started 
Near-term

(1–2 years, where Asset Managers have 
started testing)

Medium-to-long-term
(2–4 years, might not be immediately 

prioritized by Asset Managers)

1A 1B1C

2A

3B 4A

4B

4C

5A5C

6B

6C

7A

8A 8B

9B

9C

7C

7B

2B

tion of this technology, our estimates of impact potential are primarily a reflection of productivity 
ndustry studies, anecdotal evidence, and our understanding of how Gen AI might alter the under-
it highlighting in greater detail as we are already seeing them being deployed or actively tested 
d state of these use case deployments allows us to provide more specific ranges of efficiency 
 beginning to see or anticipate. We summarize these nine “deep dives” in the table below.
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Stage in Value 
Chain 

 Problem Statement
Conventional Appro

   

Sales & Client 
Service 

 Sales receiving next
actions for an accou
from a rule-based en
and subsequently 
manually preparing 
engagement materia
and sales scripts. 

   

  Client service chatb
self-service engines 
providing standard b
often irrelevant ans
according to keywor
entered by clients o
employees. 

   

  Tedious process spe
client-servicing team
preparing for period
reports on portfolio
performance and 
commentaries that a
often standardized a
clients. 
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 & 
ach 

 Gen AI Use Case and Their Potential Impact on 
Asset Managers 

 
Gen AI capabilities 

    

-best 
nt 
gine, 

ls 

 Use case 1B. Drafting of customized insights about 
clients and talking points for sales.  

Automatically drafting “smart nuggets” as talking 
points or supporting discussion materials before or 
even during client conversations, e.g., reasoning for 
updates to SMA portfolio, drivers of performance 
against benchmarks. 

Sentiment alerts based on records of prior 
interactions or live conversations, allowing for 
prioritization of client outreach (e.g., to minimize 
client attrition risk).  

Impact potential: +20% upsell hit ratio for 
institutional clients targeted with tailored 
conversations; up to +30% NNM in wholesale 
based on successfully placed products on 
distributors’ fund buy list; -20% AuM attrition 
through proactive engagement. 

 Creating and customizing
new content. 

Responding to and 
interacting with human. 

    

ots or 

ut 
wers 
ds 
r 

 Use case 3A. Interpretation of inquiries, matching 
with similar questions from knowledgebase, and 
responding in customized way. 

Understanding inquiries from clients or client 
service personnel, matching with similar questions 
in a defined knowledgebase, and responding with 
accurate answers in a human-like way. Such 
responses are customized to the firm’s internal 
data and service personnel’s tonality.  

Impact potential: +60% faster response time on 
prioritized client requests; +20% increase in self-
service adoption. 

 Responding to and 
interacting with human. 

Searching for 
information. 

    

nt by 
s 
ic 
 

re 
cross 

 Use case 3B. Drafting of customized periodic 
investor reports. 

Preparing drafts of detailed and well-formatted 
reports, with comprehensive summaries or 
comparison of market and portfolio performance, 
while offering personalized insights tailored to 
investor preferences and guidelines. 

Allowing portfolio and account managers to review 
and enhance the reports instead of spending time 
writing them from scratch. 

Impact potential: Up to 80% of (semi-) annual 
client investment committee materials generated 
via bots; up to 20% reduction in performance 
attribution team; up to 50% FTE reduction in 
market commentary department. 

 Summarizing and 
organizing information. 

Creating and customizing
new content. 
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Stage in Value 
Chain 

 Problem Statement
Conventional Appro

   

Product  Long process, from 
months to a few yea
spent by product 
specialists/manager
conducting market a
competitor research
new product 
development. 

   

Investment & 
Research 

 Portfolio managers 
structured data (e.g
financial statements
market data) and m
effort to assess risk
Challenge is timeline
financial reporting, l
market data for priv
entities, low efficien
and accuracy of 
processing large am
of unstructured 
information in real t

   

  Research analysts 
manually summarizi
key takeaways from
digital transcripts of
earnings calls and 
searching across mu
files in different loca
to extract relevant d
for analysis 
 BluePaper
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 Gen AI Use Case and Their Potential Impact on 
Asset Managers 

 
Gen AI capabilities 

    

rs, 

s on 
nd 
 for 

 Use case 4A. Summary and comparison of market 
intelligence, including trends, competitor offerings. 

Scraping large amount of market reports, 
competitor product prospectuses and filings, news 
and social media posts to summarize and compare 
intelligence around trends, competitor offerings 
and pricing. 

Helping product specialists identify gaps in the 
market and inform design of new products that 
meet market demand. 

Impact potential: 60% of new product approval 
documentation automatically generated; faster 
time to market for new product launches. 

 Interpreting information 
and learning patterns. 

Summarizing and 
organizing information. 

    

using 
., 
 and 
anual 
. 
ss of 

ack of 
ate 
cy 

ounts 

ime. 

 Use case 5A. Scraping and transforming large 
amount of information from news or reports to 
predict market movements or risk of securities. 

Identifying and interpreting broader range of public 
information that indicate change in underlying risks 
of a security (e.g., impact on creditworthiness or 
climate risks) or market environment. 

Impact potential: Up to 30% productivity gains 
across analyst roles by processing information at 
speed and scale that were not possible before. 

 Interpreting information 
and learning patterns. 

Searching for 
information. 

    

ng 
 
 

ltiple 
tions 
ata 

 Use case 6A. Synthesis of research and extraction 
of data from multiple sources, including data room.  

Automatically synthesizing insights about a 
security from a large number of digital transcripts 
from investor conferences and Q&A calls, 
documents, and data sources in a short timeframe. 

Allowing research analysts to review and enhance 
the insights instead of spending time gathering and 
cleaning information. 

Impact potential: Productivity gain and discovery of 
niche insights in bigger volume that were not 
possible through human research before; up to 
30% productivity gains across research and analyst 
roles. 

 Summarizing and 
organizing information. 
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Stage in Value 
Chain 

 Problem Statement
Conventional Appro

   

Mid- & Back 
Office 

 Legal professionals 
basic search engine 
find and compare le
and compliance 
documents, manuall
read through and ex
key learnings. 

   

  Security master 
enhancements done
manually based on 
security documenta
(e.g., derivatives). 

   

  Automation of repe
tasks or processes w
human-written code
software developers
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 & 
ach 

 Gen AI Use Case and Their Potential Impact on 
Asset Managers 

 
Gen AI capabilities 

    

using 
to 
gal 

y 
tract 

 Use case 8A. Searching and summary of legal and 
compliance documents. 

Scanning through multiple documents at one time 
to locate the right documents or paragraphs; 
allowing for comparisons between new drafts with 
historical documentations (especially for 
transaction business in private markets). 

Impact potential: Up to 95% of private market legal 
documentations are unchanged, allowing legal 
team to focus on sections that matter; reduction of 
legal negotiations periods by 20-30%. 

 Summarizing and 
organizing information. 

Searching for 
information. 

    

 

tions 

 Use case 8C. Augmented security master updates. 

Library of security documentation allowing for 
reuse of existing codes and parameters, minimizing 
the need for new attributes; automated mapping of 
attributes across various sources inside and outside 
the data hub. 

Impact potential: 95% accuracy and 75% reduction 
in the need for any manual codification; freed up 
20-30% of operations staff in the respective 
department. 

 Searching for 
information. 

Summarizing and 
organizing information. 

    

titive 
ith 
 by 
. 

 Use case 9A. Code generation and debugging.  

Automatic writing and debugging of code according 
to specific problems or desired attributes as 
defined by human prompts, e.g., developing and 
implementing trading algorithms, automating ESG 
data cleaning and refresh. 

Enabling nontechnical employees to automate 
workflows efficiently, saving developer 
resources for high-value tasks. 

Impact potential: Up to 25-50% time saved. 

 Creating and customizing
new content. 
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Gen AI Use Cases in Wealth M

Across the wealth management value chain
overview of 22 promising use cases that we 

Exhibit 45: Gen AI Use Cases Across Weal

3.A            
Drafting of
customize
portfolio re
based on c
requests a
past 
conversati

3.B            
Proposing 
best action
drafting 
engageme
plans by 
extracting 
insights fro
client-advis
conversati

3.C            
Generation
list of clien
relevant to
particular t
of certain 
characteris
and draftin
assignmen
communic

1.A                   
Drafting of 
prospect client 
profile summary, 
key questions, 
initial ideas 
based on 
public/private 
data

1.B                 
Proposing high-
potential leads by 
scraping public 
news or data 
based on 
common patterns

1.C                  
Collecting initial 
risk and priorities 
info from client in 
interactive way, 
summarizing key 
insights before 
1st meeting

2.A               
Drafting of 
personalized 
investment 
proposals for 
clients based on 
needs 
assessment

2.B                
Drafting of 
financial planning 
options tailored 
to client needs 
for multiple 
scenarios

2.C                 
Review of client’s 
existing portfolio, 
recommendation 
of next steps with 
reasoning

Sales & Clien

1. Discovery 3. Proposal
3. Per

revi

Interpreting information a

Summarizing and organiz

5 core capabilities 
Gen AI enables

Source: Oliver Wyman
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, there are numerous activities ripe for the application of Gen AI. In Exhibit 45  we provide an 
think are of a high fit and relevance for wealth managers globally.

th Management Value Chain (Not Exhaustive)

8.B                            
On-demand 
customized 
reporting of 
financials, 
operational and 
tech incidents, 
KPIs, and more

8.A                        
Code writing 
and debugging

8.C                        
Paperwork/form 
assistant that 
pre-populate 
data, suggest 
complete version

7.B                 
Drafting of risk 
and performance 
reports

7.A              
Searching and 
summary of legal 
and compliance 
documents

7.C                     
Augmented 
security master 
updates

5.A           
Drafting of 
customized 
marketing 
materials and 
scripts targeted 
to multiple 
segments or 
channels

5.B           
Synthesis of 
market feedback 
and customer 
behavior data to 
generate 
marketing 
campaign ideas 
and plans

4.A     
Interpretation of 
inquiries, 
matching with 
similar questions 
from 
knowledgebase, 
and responding 
in customized 
way

4.B                  
Creation of 
personalized 
content for 
clients across all 
communication 
channels

4.C                 
Proposing client 
meeting agenda 
and talking 
points  with 
reasoning to 
support 
recommendation
s

       
 
d 
view 
lient 
nd 

ons

        
next-
s and 

nt 

m 
or 

ons 

     
 of a 
ts 
 a 
ask or 

tic, 
g of 
t and 
ation

6.A                   
Proposing next-
best investment 
ideas from a 
defined universe 
based on CIO 
guidelines and 
client goals

6.B                   
Generation of 
triggers for client 
portfolio changes 
or rebalancing 
based on client 
information/mile
stones or market 
conditions

t service Investment Mid & back office

7. Risk, Legal 
& Compliance

8. IT
& Operations

iodic 
ew

4. Client 
servicing

5. Marketing
6. Portfolio 

Management

nd learning patterns Responding to and interacting with humans

ing information Creating and customizing new content

Searching for information
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Exhibit 46: Gen AI Use Cases by Impact Po

High impact

Medium 
impact

Low impact

Immediate term
(Where Wealth Managers

started deploying)

3B4A

8A

Source: Oliver Wyman 

In developing these examples, similar to what
management, we assessed the characteristic
across the wealth management activity chain
ferent Gen AI capabilities could enhance or r
based on considerations of impact and time t
in Exhibit 46 .

From our research and engagement with wea
to us that leaders are aggressively implemen
cases, particularly those focused on sales & c
about all organizations are, to some extent, i
experimentation phases, we would character
to get at least some of these experiments o
meaningfully late to the game. Given the i
partnerships, data engineering, and upskilling
not move forward now with conviction could
manently behind. 
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tential vs. Timeline of Implementation

 have 
Near-term

(1–2 years, where Wealth Managers have 
started testing)

Medium-to-long-term
(2–4 years, might not be immediately 

prioritized by Wealth Managers)

1B

2A

3A

6A

1A

4B

6B

2B

1C

2C

3C

4C

7A 7B

8C

5A 5B

8B

7C

 we have done for asset 
s of different activities 
 and evaluated how dif-
eplace those activities 
o implement, as shown 

lth managers, it is clear 
ting many of these use 
lient service. While just 
n a mix of planning and 
ize those that have yet 
ut of the lab as being 

nvestments, expertise, 
 required, those that do 
 potentially end up per-

Case study: How Gen AI can transform how advisors do their job

Gen AI is poised to reshape how advisors do their job. We believe Gen 
AI tools can empower advisors in two ways:  

1. Enhancing the ability to serve clients, e.g., reducing time spent on 
routine or administrative tasks, feeding them with deeper insights 
about clients, helping them better explain concepts to and convince 
clients.

2. Enabling better identification and conversion of prospective cli-
ents, e.g., discovering and targeting the right leads to convert. 
Success in serving existing clients also means that they are more 
likely to refer new clients, which will lead to higher NNM and new 
client acquisition.

Gen AI should not replace human advisory altogether. Rather, it 
should be used to liberate advisors’ time from routine or administra-
tive tasks, allowing them to focus on building deeper connection with 
clients or service more clients with the same resources, which can 
subsequently drive greater revenue.
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Wealth managers expect to increase produc
Gen AI.

Exhibit 47  provides an overview of a range 
which Gen AI can be applied. Our analyses an
suggest that applying Gen AI to support the
sors can lead to productivity gains of more th
processes.

Exhibit 47: Leveraging Gen AI in the Job of

xx Es
im

Relati

Client-facing Administrative

Client meetings

Financial planning

Prospecting for 
new clients

Client service 
problems

Managing day-to-day 
operations

Practice management

Compliance

Preparing for client 
meetings

40% 35%

Source: Oliver Wyman

Relationship managers and advisors stand to
Gen AI for client-facing and administrative ta

Today, client-facing activities account for mor
time. Gen AI can help advisors prepare for first
ings with deeper insights and more tailored 
maximize not only the time that can be spent w
value thereof. Practical examples include: 

1.  collecting initial risk and priorities inf
tive way and summarizing key insigh

2.  proposing next-best actions and draf
by extracting insights from client-adv
case 3B), 

3.  drafting client meeting agenda and t
soning to support recommendations
 BluePaper

tivity by 30-40% with 

of advisory activities in 
d industry discussions 

 daily activities of advi-
an 30-40% for specific 

 Advisors

timated efficiency 
provement from Gen AI

ve applicability of Gen AI

Investment 
management

Investment research, 
due diligence, 

and monitoring

Trading and 
rebalancing

25%

 benefit the most from 
sks. 

e than 50% of advisors’ 
 and subsequent meet-

recommendations, and 
ith clients but also the 

o from client in interac-
ts (use case 1C),  

ting engagement plans 
isor conversations (use 

alking points with rea-
 (use case 4C). 

Advisors can reduce the time spent on preparing for client meetings 
and improve the preparation. Better preparation often leads to more 
productive meetings, frontloading tasks that used to be done during 
the meetings and reducing the need for back-and-forth conversa-
tions. In addition, Gen AI tools that propose high-potential leads by 
scraping public news or data based on common patterns (use case 1B) 
and draft personalized investment proposals for clients based on 
needs assessment (use case 2A) can expand the pipeline of prospect 
clients and increase conversion rate.

Administrative tasks account for more than 20% of advisors’ time. By 
having Gen AI take over the traditional “legwork” and expediting 
these activities (such as report preparation, compliance tasks, etc.), 
advisors can allocate more time to client-facing and investment man-
agement tasks that have a direct revenue impact. For example, Gen 
AI can quickly generate a list of clients relevant to a particular task or 
of a certain characteristic, such as meeting the legal age for retire-
ment distribution, and subsequently draft assignment and communi-
cation to relevant clients (use case 3C).

4.3. Risks and Limitations of AI Technology

In the words of Stephen Hawking, "Success in creating AI would be 
the biggest event in human history. Unfortunately, it might also be 
the last, unless we learn how to avoid the risks.” It has been nearly a 
decade since Hawking admonished his listeners of the dangers of AI, 
but as the buzz around Gen AI grows stronger, his words have 
scarcely been more relevant.14

Technological risks and limitations:

1. Hallucination: Gen AI models are known to sometimes generate 
false or misleading outputs framed with a high level of confidence 
(i.e., “hallucination”) as they are trained to replicate patterns in prior 
data, not logical relationships. Under certain conditions, hallucina-
tion could lead to the spread of misinformation on an unprecedented 
scale; it can result in substandard investment decisions, incorrect 
code that could damage key systems, and poor client recommenda-
tions, among other consequences. The risk of hallucination can be 
minimized by ensuring that models are trained on quality data and 
outputs are screened before investment or business decisions are 
made based on AI recommendations.

14       Source: Stephen Hawkins, University of Cambridge, Oct. 19, 2016.
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2. Inability to trace underlying logic: An inh
AI models is that they are considered “blac
underlying logic in generating outputs is no
explainable. Managers and advisors may rely 
investment or other client-facing recomme
asked, find it difficult to explain the logic un
making; this could potentially lead to a loss in
with sufficient fine-tuning of AI models for s
can engineer models to explain drivers of
acceptable to clients. For example, NewsTra
Gen AI model that has been fine-tuned to
events of securities; the model is “self-explain
to underlying news articles that contributed

3. Threat of cyberattacks and fraud: The 
models can potentially provide new opportu
such as an emerging practice of hackers calle
which user inputs are crafted in a way that ma
generate biased or malicious outputs, bypas
guards. Such attacks can negatively impact i
decisions by providing analysts with incorr
priate, outputs to prompts. Related to th
increased the threat of deep fakes, impers
fraud. Firms must protect against these risks
could be affected, particularly in the wealth 

Usage risks and limitations:

4. Data privacy: The use of ChatGPT or ano
lead to leakage of investment strategies,
records, and other proprietary information. A
is the case of Samsung, which established a
Gen AI tools in the aftermath of employees
through ChatGPT.15  Due to this, many com
adopt ring-fenced, protected environment
versions of Gen AI models, which can be fine
feeding proprietary data into public models.

5. Improperly trained models: While the ris
has always been present in machine learning, 
as models trained on incomplete or biased da
and/or undesired outputs on a larger scale.
models means introducing new information, 
ally disrupt parameters and have a damaging
functioning, a phenomenon known as "model 

15       Source: Mashable, Apr. 6, 2023
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erent limitation of Gen 
k box” systems as the 
t traceable or clearly 

on AI outputs to inform 
ndations and then, if 

derlying their decision-
 client trust. However, 

pecific use cases, firms 
 outputs to an extent 
ck is an Oliver Wyman 
 predict credit default 
able” in that it can point 
 to a particular score. 

complexity of Gen AI 
nities for cyberattacks, 
d “prompt injection” in 
nipulates AI models to 

sing programmed safe-
nvestment or business 
ect, and even inappro-
is, AI technology has 
onation, phishing, and 
 or client relationships 
management space. 

ther public model can 
 trade secrets, client 
 recent cautionary tale 
 company-wide ban on 
 leaking sensitive data 
panies have chosen to 
s and to run private 
-tuned without risk of 

k of biased algorithms 
Gen AI raises the stakes 
ta can lead to incorrect 
 Moreover, fine-tuning 
which can unintention-
 effect on the model’s 

drift" that increases the 

risk of inaccurate outputs. If outputs are biased and/or incorrect, this 
could lead to reputational damage for firms, and potential legal 
implications. 

“If you train models on a corpus of data that is biased, the answers 
you get will be biased. Data in will inform data out. People are so 
enchanted by large language models that they forget there is a 
body of data on which the model has been trained and you have to 
be sensitive of that.”

— Private discussions with manager 

6. Difficulty to control outputs: As outputs from Gen AI models 
cannot be easily controlled to adhere to specific rules or firm values, 
especially in the case of client-facing chatbots, direct communication 
with clients in the absence of human oversight should be limited. If 
clients receive incorrect or inappropriate correspondence, this could 
potentially damage relationships and/or create legal disputes.

“AI is no different than employees.… [F]irms have an obligation to 
train and supervise AI just like analysts, ensuring the quality of 
inputs and outputs.… We’re not just going to let a junior person 
write and publish, it’s going to have to be edited by a senior 
person.”

—  Private discussions with manager 

7. Observability of interactions: Automatic speech recognition 
(ASR) models, which can automatically convert spoken words into 
text transcript, have been around for some time, but the capabilities 
of Gen AI may augment the benefits of such models. Firms may be 
incentivized to record all client conversations as Gen AI can effec-
tively summarize data. Yet this can increase liability for firms by 
heightening the observability of interactions between advisors/man-
agers and clients. Trivial, run-of-the-mill mistakes could thereby 
become bigger issues, putting firms at legal or reputational risk as 
conversations could be tracked by regulators or manipulated by 
nefarious parties against firms in the future. To prevent against this, 
firms should be careful about what data are stored and for how long.

8. Copyright concerns: AI-generated content can potentially 
infringe on existing copyright or trademarks, and in many cases, firms 
may not own assets generated from public models, such as ChatGPT. 
As copyright law is still catching up with the rapid development of 
Gen AI models, there is ambiguity around ownership over AI outputs, 
creating a difficult regulatory landscape for firms to navigate and 
potentially leading to legal disputes. 

https://mashable.com/article/samsung-chatgpt-leak-details
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Regulators have taken note of the limitations
AI and are developing new regulatory guidel
be contained ( Exhibit 48 ). Asset and wealth
lish robust controls to ensure that Gen AI app
specific regulatory requirements of each jur
operate, safeguarding investor interests and
laws. Meanwhile, fundamental principles ar
and marketing suitability of financial produc
paramount, requiring significant human ove
making processes that involve Gen AI.

Exhibit 48: Regulatory Landscape of Gen A

• The United States has yet to issue any federal
White House has released a “blueprint” for an 
provides non-mandated guidance on the safe 
deployment of Gen AI.

• Seventeen states have passed specific, state-
legislation, mainly around limiting the role of A
decisions such as hiring, education, and socia

• In July 2023, the Securities and Exchange Com
rules mandating conflict of interest managem
dealers and advisors.

• In September 2023, the Consumer Finance Pro
issued legal requirements for lenders to provid
reasoning for credit denial based off AI model

• In June 2023, the European Parliament passed
precedent for Gen AI regulations. The measure

- evaluates uses of AI based on “risk,” bannin
an “unacceptable risk” and

- establishes that “foundation models,” such
tuning, are to be regulated separately; deve
publish all copyright-protected data used in
train models with safeguards to prevent aga
breaking content.

• In July 2023, the Cyberspace Administration o
“interim measures” and mandated security ass
“accessible to the general public within China.

• Rules include using legitimate sources for dat
consent for personal information processing, 
generated content, among others.

• No regulation pertaining to enterprise-facing G
service providers has been passed.

Europe

China

United States

Source: Oliver Wyman 

It is imperative that all stakeholders understa
lack goals and desires, memory of prior intera
to separate fact from fiction, or real understa
linguistic patterns. While Gen AI is rapidly e
revolutionize the way we do business, witho
 BluePaper

 and risks posed by Gen 
ines to ensure they can 
 managers must estab-
lications adhere to the 
isdiction in which they 
 complying with local 
ound “fit for purpose” 
ts and services remain 
rsight in the decision-

I (Not Exhaustive)

 regulations, but the 
AI Bill of Rights that 
development and 

level AI-related 
I in consequential 
l welfare.

mission (SEC) proposed 
ent for AI use by broker-

tection Bureau (CFPB) 
e specific and accurate 

s.

 the AI Act, setting the 
 
g certain AI that creates 

 as LLMs before fine-
lopers are mandated to 
 training and required to 
inst generating law-

f China (CAC) issued 
essments for all Gen AI 

”
a training, obtaining 
and adding tags to AI-

en AI, or non-public 

nd that Gen AI models 
ctions, self-awareness 

nding of words beyond 
volving and will surely 
ut sufficient acknowl-

edgment and mitigation of these risks and limitations, Hawking's 
warning will become reality: the biggest, and the last.

4.4. Key Success Factors that Will 
Distinguish Winning Asset and Wealth 
Managers 

Successful implementation of Gen AI necessitates a thoughtful and 
strategic approach by asset and wealth managers to maximize impact 
and manage risks. We have identified seven imperatives for managers 
to effectively harness Gen AI's potential. We believe the first three 
will be potential sources of competitive differentiation for firms that 
can successfully execute on them. The next four we see as “table 
stakes” — any firm that wants to effectively deploy Gen AI across 
their business will need to adopt these actions.

1. Deploy proprietary data as a strategic asset with the right data 
environment: Maximizing leverage from public instances of LLMs is 
essential to stay competitive, but it offers little differentiation. True 
value lies in “tuning” these commoditized models to understand the 
specific operating context, and incorporating unique research 
approaches, frameworks, and even how organizations communicate. 
Managers must engineer the necessary data environment (data 
storage, warehouse, analytics, APIs, visualization) and employ good 
data management practices (governance, quality, controls) to effec-
tively feed and enable AI models. Additionally, data engineering must 
address the challenge of securely handling sensitive data, while 
enabling comprehensive integration of proprietary internal data and 
external datasets with a single source of truth. Firms that have good 
amount of valuable proprietary data and foundation will be best 
positioned, while those that lag will have a difficult time competing. 

“It took us 7 years to create a single source of truth within our 
organization that links every single data attribute seamlessly. 
Having good quality, consistent and accurate data is critical for 
scaling Gen AI.” 

—  Private discussions with manager 

2. Adopt a holistic or systems-based approach: It is crucial for asset 
and wealth managers to have a holistic, systems-based mindset and 
develop a consistent AI strategy across the organization, rather than 
focus solely on individual use cases. This involves considering how AI 
initiatives fit within the organization's broader business strategy, 
such as purchasing enterprise cloud storage that would allow AI 
models to easily integrate data from multiple sources. By taking a 
comprehensive view, organizations can better understand how to 
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fund, organize, and prioritize AI deployment, 
integrated into helping the organization bett
initiatives themselves. 

3. Reimagine operations to exploit the poss
isolation is not a guaranteed solution for cut
ductivity enhancements, or contributing to 
winning managers will need to reimagine w
tecting workflows to realize the advantages
example, if Gen AI–enabled outputs, such as
still require review prior to public consumpt
tralized functions into workflows that are b
form quality checks will allow the organizatio
at scale. This would also mean that manager
staffing models — in some cases, where Gen A
tine tasks, smaller teams would be sufficie
neering and governance functions, team size

4. Identify whether Gen AI is the right so
business problem: It is important to identify
Gen AI can drive tangible value within the 
There are many use cases where AI is possible
the right solution after considering suitabilit
existing or alternative solutions (as shown in 
Use Case Assessment Framework, or similar
decision makers conduct thorough assessm
ability and feasibility.

5. Evolve talent strategy and develop right
AI is reshaping the way organizations vi
employee training and development, and or
More specifically, utilizing Gen AI effectively 
engineering and data science capabilities to d
required data environment, optimize model-t
purpose applications that can be seamlessly 
business processes. It also means cultivating
resources, building on their understanding o
nology, while instilling a deeper understan
Equally important is upskilling current emplo
AI tools, whether it be through bringing in ou
internal AI champions to serve as advocates a
self-service study programs. In support of t
tional models and processes will likely nee
effective collaboration and cross-fertilization
business and technology professionals.

“The tech IQ throughout the industry will ha
this need. There is a growing need for a new
 BluePaper
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and even how AI can be 
er manage the various 

ibilities of AI: Gen AI in 
ting costs, driving pro-
revenue gains. Instead, 
hat’s possible, rearchi-
 of the technology. For 
 market commentaries, 
ion, then creating cen-
etter equipped to per-
n to distribute outputs 
s need to rethink their 
I is able to replace rou-
nt; in core data engi-
 may need to expand. 

lution for the specific 
 clear use cases where 
five application areas. 

 in application but is not 
y and feasibility versus 
Exhibit 42 ). The Gen AI 
 frameworks, can help 
ents of use case suit-

 teaming models: Gen 
ew talent acquisition, 
ganizational structure. 
means building up data 
esign and support the 
uning and build fit-for-

integrated into existing 
 AI prompt engineering 
f the underlying tech-
ding of the business. 
yees to effectively use 

tside experts, anointing 
nd trainers, or creating 
hese efforts, organiza-
d to change to ensure 
 of knowledge between 

ve to increase to meet 
 class of engineers … 

specifically those involved in data stewardship and data manage-
ment, which are capabilities implied in the outcome of good data. 
And the staffing model across all business lines is subject to 
change. Firms that change will be better positioned in this new 
world.”

—  Private discussions with manager 

6. Maintain trust and transparency: This includes organizations 
clearly communicating how AI is used with customers, employees, 
and other stakeholders, addressing any concerns and demonstrating 
commitment to ethical AI use. Customers have a right to know how 
AI applications utilize data and when they consume information gen-
erated by AI. Moreover, it is crucial that employees understand and 
can explain the rationale behind AI-based decision-making that 
affects customers. For example, many firms are maintaining a 
“human-in-the-loop” approach to AI adoption, whereby a human is 
involved in the decision-making process alongside AI, so that AI oper-
ates with human oversight, intervention, and validation. This is partic-
ularly important in use cases where there is a need for human 
judgment, expertise, or ethical considerations that AI may not be able 
to handle reliably, such as customer selection and risk profiling.

7. Strike the right balance between in-house capabilities and out-
sourcing: Building AI capabilities in-house offers customizability, 
deeper understanding, and greater control over AI models and data 
security. However, it demands significant investments in talent, infra-
structure, and time, which is generally feasible only for larger man-
agers. Partnering with external providers grants quicker access to 
expertise and ready-made solutions, reducing development time and 
costs. The right balance between in-house and external approaches 
depends on specific use cases. For instance, writing and debugging 
code can be effectively achieved by plugging in proven vendor solu-
tions. In contrast, more sophisticated Gen AI applications, like con-
tent production in an advisor’s voice, will require substantial fine-
tuning done by in-house teams to make sure that model features and 
functionalities are tailored to solve the organization’s unique busi-
ness problems. Many asset and wealth managers are adopting a "buy-
to-build" hybrid approach, leveraging foundational AI models to 
develop their private versions. This allows customization with pro-
prietary data within a secure environment, tailored to meet distinct 
business requirements.

By evaluating "Gen AI readiness" in line with these success dimen-
sions and proactively addressing any identified gaps, asset and 
wealth managers can create a comprehensive blueprint for har-
nessing AI effectively. Exhibit 49  provides an overview of distin-
guishing factors between leaders and laggers. 
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Exhibit 49: “Gen AI Readiness” from Leade

Deploying proprietary 
data as a strategic asset 
with the right 
data environment

Working on
data infras
manageme

Limited co
enabled so

Adopting a holistic 
or systems-based 
approach

Limited co
enabled so

Identifying whether Gen 
AI is the right solution 
for the specific 
business problem

Reimagining operations 
to exploit the 
possibilities of AI

No change

Evolve talent strategy 
and develop right 
teaming models

No talent m
training of

Maintaining trust 
and transparency

Made inter
Gen AI is o

Striking the right 
balance of in-house 
capabilities 
and outsourcing

Limited in-
teams, and
discussion
tech vendo

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Source: Oliver Wyman 

Firms that can move more to the right of the
to extract the full benefit from deploying Gen
throughout their organizations. Getting there
take a moment to pause and ask themselve
tions: 
 BluePaper

rs to Laggers in Asset and Wealth Management

LAGGING FOLLOWING LEADING

 establishing foundational 
tructure and data 
nt practices 

Revisiting data management 
practices; in-flight initiatives to use 
proprietary data to finetune Gen AI 
models

nsideration of Gen AI-
lutions

Coherent, robust data environment 
and management; proprietary data 
integrated within Gen AI models 

Initial POCs developed in silos by 
various functions

nsideration of Gen AI-
lutions

Harmonization of digital and AI 
initiatives across organization to 
achieve synergy in benefits and effort

Some identification and prioritization 
of Gen AI use cases with early POCs 
being tested; but feasibility/validation 
study is in progress

Carefully considered where Gen AI is 
most suitable and feasible in the 
business and prioritized use cases; 
test and learn, and “tuning” ongoing 

 to BAU
Proactively exploring new workflows 
to exploit possibilities of AI 

Existing workflows augmented with 
Gen AI to achieve more efficiency

odel evolution plan or 
fered

Having strategic view on talent model 
evolution in the long run; starting to 
train initial cohorts of key functions

Basic trainings offered on how to use 
Gen AI tools properly 

nal communications that 
n leaderships’ radar

Published initial guidelines and FAQs 
around usage of AI tools within 
the organization

AI and model governance framework 
established; “Human-in-the-loop” 
approach adopted

house data and model 
 having preliminary 
s with external 
rs

Relying on limited in-house team and 
exploring collaboration with tech 
vendors on initial POCs and use cases

Active engagement between in-house 
teams and external tech vendors in co-
creation of AI-enabled solutions, but 
driven by in-house expertise

 spectrum will be able 
 AI capabilities at scale 
 requires senior leaders 
s three essential ques-

1) Where are we on the spectrum across each action? 

2) Where are our biggest gaps preventing us from successfully 
deploying this technology at scale?

3) How confident are we in our plan to close these gaps? 

The AI Tipping Point is here. Which side will your organization fall on? 
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Asset managers remain bullish on the growth potential of 
emerging Asia markets.

•  Asset managers are generally less concerned about geopolit-
ical tensions and are focusing on the underlying demo-
graphics, growth potential, and stable financing environment 
of the region.

•  While there is some hesitancy about investing long-term in 
China due to concerns about facing sanctions, the concerns 
have started to abate, and asset managers anticipate some 
growth in short-duration equity markets.

•  Several executives now view India as a more promising 
market than China. While India has previously been some-
what overlooked in favor of China’s growth, asset managers 
are starting to take note of the country’s potential. However, 
India is considered a relatively harder place to invest.

The rise of passive and direct indexing is expected to continue, 
with some firms reshaping their business in response to this 
trend.

•  Most asset managers expect passive investing will remain a 
strong growth area as investors continue to seek low-cost, 
diversified investment options.

•  Direct indexing is becoming an increasingly important com-
ponent for asset managers to have in their toolkit.

•  In the short term, there is growth in fixed income and money 
market funds, as investors seek safer choices in a particularly 
volatile investment environment.

Some wealth managers are pursuing growth in the (U)HNW seg-
ment by offering solutions for more complex needs.

•  Several firms acknowledged that in dealing with the (U)HNW 
segment, they have to offer a broad spectrum of solutions. 
We think winners in the space will be managers that are able 
to integrate all of the “puzzle pieces” efficiently, with limited 
friction. 

•  Some wealth managers noted a bifurcation in client thinking 
between investment-orientated (e.g., “Can I access a private 
equity fund?” and “What are my five-year returns?”), and 
wealth optimization-orientated (e.g., “How best can I steward 
capital for generations?”).

•  Within the (U)HNW segment, corporate executives, multi-
generational, next generation, women, and entrepreneurs 
were cited as fast-growing opportunities.
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Generative AI

Asset and wealth managers are deploying
tangible benefits from Gen AI.

•  All firms we interviewed indicated th
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the time needed to search for propriet
expect efficiency gains similar to the
engines.
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an assistant to human portfolio ma
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productivity benefits from implement
workflow, with some use cases achi
saved for a particular task.
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Firms with significant amounts of proprietary data, supported by 
robust data management and governance, appear most likely to 
win.

•  Data will be valuable to asset and wealth managers to the 
extent it is proprietary, differentiated, and vetted for high 
confidence. 

•  The top challenge mentioned by managers we interviewed is 
building the right data environment enable Gen AI tools.

•  The quality of AI-generated output is influenced by the 
quality of data input — how data are stored, extracted, trans-
formed, and quality controlled requires significant thought 
and investment. Gen AI models require high-quality data to 
reduce hallucination — several managers noted it can take 
years to build the necessary environment. 

•  Data privacy, model biases, and copyright laws are key con-
cerns of the firms we interviewed.

Leading managers highlighted that Gen AI will have long-lasting 
impact on talent strategy and staffing models.  

•  As with every round of technological revolution, new roles 
will emerge (e.g., Gen AI prompt engineer), while some tradi-
tional roles will become less relevant. 

•  With Gen AI tools becoming increasingly better at doing rou-
tine desktop work, organizations need to rethink how to train 
and upskill their junior-level employees to conduct more val-
ue-adding jobs that require critical thinking and validating the 
outputs from Gen AI tools.

•  Technology talent is increasingly a focus of many of the firms 
we interviewed, with several noting that experienced data 
scientists and engineers are a hot commodity.

•  While asset and wealth managers are not in the business of 
developing their own large language models, in-house exper-
tise is necessary to fine-tune Gen AI models for firm-specific 
problems or to develop private versions of vendor solutions. 

•  Some asset managers are focused on attracting and fostering 
“bilingual talent” that combines technology proficiency with 
investment expertise.

We would like to thank the firms and individuals who took the time 
to meet with us.
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